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THE PRAYER 

OF JESUS ON THE CROSS 

(THE PSALM-22) 
 

(A cry of anguish and a Song of Praise) 

 

(PART-I) 
 

1. My GOD, my GOD, why have you abandoned me? 

I have cried desperately for help, but still it does not come. 

2. During the day I call to you, my GOD, but you do not answer ; 

I call at night but get no rest. 

3. But you are enthroned as the Holy One, the One whom Israel praises. 

4. Our ancestors put their trust in You; they trusted You, and You saved them. 

5. They called to You and escaped from danger; they trusted You and were not 

disappointed. 

6. But I am no longer a man; I am a worm, despised and scorned by everyone! 

7. All who see me jeer at me; they stick out their tongues and shake their heads. 

8. “You relied on the Lord,” they say. 

“Why doesn’t the Lord save you? 

If the Lord likes you, 

Why doesn’t the Lord help you?” 

9. It was You who brought me safely through birth, and when I was a baby, you 

kept me safe. 

10. I have relied on You since the day, I was born, and You have always been my 

GOD. 

11. Do not stay away from me! Trouble is near, and there is no one to help. 

12. Many enemies surround me like bulls they are all around me, like fierce bulls 

from the land of Bashan. 

13. They open their mouths like lions, roaring and tearing at me. 

14. My strength is gone, gone like water spilt on the ground. All my bones are out 

of joint; my heart is like melted wax. 
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15. My throat is as dry as dust, and my tongue sticks to the roof of my mouth. You 

have left me for the dead in the dust. 

16. A gang of evil men is around me, like a pack of dogs they close in, on me; they 

tear at my hands and feet. 

17. All my bones can be seen. My enemies look at me and stare. 

18. They gamble for my clothes and divide them among themselves. 

19. O’Lord, don’t stay away from me! Come quickly to my rescue! 

20. Save me from the sword; SAVE MY LIFE from these dogs. 

21. Rescue me from these lions, I am helpless before these wild bulls. 

  

(PART-II) 
 

22. I will tell my people what You have done; I will praise You in their assembly. 

23. “Praise the Lord, you servants of the Lord! 

Honour the Lord, you descendants of Jacob! 

Worship the Lord, you people of Israel!” 

24. The Lord does not neglect the poor or ignore their suffering. The Lord does not 

turn away from them, but answers when they call for help.” 

25. In the full assembly I will praise you for what you have done; in the presence 

of those who worship You I will offer sacrifices I promise. 

26. The poor will eat as much as they want; those who come to the Lord will praise 

the Lord. May they prosper forever! 

27. All nations will remember the Lord. From every part of the world, they will 

turn to the Lord; all races will worship the Lord. 

28. The Lord is king, and the Lord rules the nations. 

29. All proud men will bow down to the Lord; all mortal men will bow down 

before the Lord. 

30. Future generations will serve the Lord; men will speak of the Lord to the 

coming generations. 

31. People not yet born will be told: 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 
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TWO PARTS OF THE PSALM-22 
 

Our Lord, our Savior, our One and Alone GOD never goes against promises. The 

Lord says:- 

 

“Call to Me when trouble comes; 

I will save you, 

And you will praise Me.” 

 

(Psalms, Chapter 50, Verse: 15) 

 

This promise of the Lord contains this message that if in trouble someone will call 

the Lord, the Lord will save him and as a result the saved will praise the Lord for 

the favour done by the Lord. 

 

Therefore, this message has two parts:- 

 

1. Call to GOD. 

2. Praise of GOD. 

 

Jesus knowing this fact, prayed to GOD on cross in terms of Psalm-22. 

 

 

CALL TO GOD 
 

Verse 1 to 21 were uttered by Jesus as a call to GOD: 

 

“O’Lord don’t stay away from me! 

Come quickly to my rescue! 

SAVE me from the sword, 

SAVE my LIFE from these dogs 

Rescue me from these lions! 

I am helpless before these wild bulls.” 

 

(Psalms, Chapter 22, Verses: 19 to 21) 
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PRAISE OF GOD 

  

Verses 22 to 31 were uttered by Jesus as praise, thanks, promises and 

predictions. 

 

GOD saved his life from death and not only rescued him but also blessed him, with 

a new life in another generation and time. 

 

Therefore, Jesus is not only praising the Lord and paying thanks to GOD but is 

also telling great things about the One Alone GOD & the things to happen in future 
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Nota bene 
 

All the Biblical references given in this book (The Gospel by Jesus) have been 

taken from the “GOOD NEWS BIBLE”, (4th Edition 1976) Published by the 

“United Bible Societies”, the world-wide fellowship of “National Bible 

Societies”, in more than 150 countries of the world. 
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THE NAME OF THIS BOOK 

“THE GOSPEL BY JESUS” 
 

This title may surprise the people of Scripture but it is true that I found the real 

word of Jesus in today’s Bible and for me it was not possible to replace the original 

name by a fake name. 

 

When you will read this book and finally come to the end, you will agree on this 

point that this book should not have a name other than “The Gospel by Jesus.” 

Since no Gospel is available under such title and 31-Verses of the Psalm-22 (The 

original prayer of Jesus on the cross) are spoken by Jesus himself. Therefore, it 

was quite logical for me, to give 31-Verses of Jesus, this name of “The Gospel by 

Jesus.” 

 

I hope this book will not only open the eyes of the world but also it will bring all 

the believers of one alone GOD on the path of real religion. Provided, they ponder 

over the fact, given in the book and think upon everything, positively. 
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ELI  ELI  LEMA  SABACHTHANI 
 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani” or the Psalm-22, is the prayer of Jesus (peace & 

blessing of the Lord be upon him) on the cross which should be accepted by all 

as “The Gospel by Jesus.” 

 

Especially, on the following four grounds that it is:- 

 

• The Last 

• The Original 

• The Verbatim & 

• The Unaltered 

 

Prayer of Jesus on the cross. Hence, “This one” by Jesus, himself should be 

adopted as the original Gospel. 

 

Since the Gospels are four instead of one and it is believed that all the four were 

dictated by the Holy Spirit but Holy Spirit gives not contradictory statements, 

therefore, as a matter of principle, there should be no difference in their contents. 

But the actual situation is not like that. 

 

Contents of the Four Gospels are quite different from each other. Whereby it is, 

automatically proved that they were not dictated by the Holy Spirit at all. Instead, 

they were written by the Disciples, on their own accord. 

 

On the other hand, Psalm-22 is the prayer of Jesus which was uttered by Jesus, 

himself, on the cross. Hence, there is no reason to reject it as 

“The Gospel by Jesus.” 
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THE STANDPOINT OF CLERGY  

ABOUT THE PRAYER 
 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani” or the Psalm-22 (the prayer of Jesus on the cross) has 

been viewed by clergy (All persons appointed as priests or fathers or authorities of 

Christian religion.) in the following two ways:- 

 

• It is the prayer of Jesus but by David. 

• It is a prediction by David about Jesus. 

 

The twofold stand-point is not acceptable as the prayer is not David’s prayer. 

Instead, it is the prayer of Jesus as it has been uttered by Jesus, himself, on the 

cross. 

 

Nor it is a prediction by David as its style and diction is not of a prediction but of a 

payer. In fact, the prayer does negate the prevailing Christian belief. That is why 

that clergy has declared it by David__ excluded it from the Gospels___ and 

included it in the Book of Psalms. 

 

To unfold the reality, we are presenting hereby, the relevant facts & figures, from 

the Bible___ “The Good News Bible”___ which is the most popular Bible of the 

day. 
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THE PRAYER IS THE PRAYER OF JESUS 

CERTAINLY 
 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani” 

 

The Psalm-22 is the prayer of Jesus from all accounts and all standards of scrutiny 

as explained through the following (8) points:- 

 

1. There must be some difference between the David’s converse and the 

converse by Jesus. But, here, in the Book of Psalms, the very converse by 

Jesus___ is appearing as the David’s converse__ under the title of the 

Psalm-22. which is not an acceptable gesture at all. 

 

2. The Psalm-22 is not only a converse and a prayer of Jesus on the cross but it 

is also an autobiographical account of his last days. If it is a prediction by 

David about Jesus, then, it was to be uttered in future tense. While the tense 

used in the prayer is not future tense, instead it is the present tense. So, it can 

not be accepted as a prediction by David about Jesus. 

 

3. According to the Book of Psalms, the prayer portrays Jesus as a helpless, 

forsaken and a weak person. Who is seeking help and salvation from his 

Lord. He, himself is not the lord or savior at all. Instead, he is appearing 

therein as a man and a messenger. But in the Gospels, Jesus is not mentioned 

as a man and a messenger. He is, rather mentioned therein as the lord and the 

savior. 

 

Contradiction is, therefore, clearly telling that the prayer has been purposely 

excluded from the Gospels and included in the Book of Psalms. In order to root out 

the nature of the belief of Jesus in one alone GOD___ or the belief of Absolute 

Oneness of the Lord. 
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4. According to the norms of Revealed Books, no Prophet can ever pray “in 

place of” another Prophet. Nor a common man can ever pray “in place of” 

another common man. Of course, a Prophet can pray “for” another Prophet 

and a common man “for” another common man. But beware please, both of 

the gestures of “in place of” and “for’ are different gestures. 

 

“For” means for the benefit and betterment of someone while “in place of” means 

by occupying someone’s place and position including his entity. 

 

In GOD’s world, however, no one can occupy someone’s place and position 

including his entity. Because GOD has made every soul as a separate and an 

independent entity. And, every one is accountable before GOD for his own deeds 

and duties alone. 

 

But, in the prayer under-reference, the Psalm-22, David has occupied the place and 

position of Jesus including his entity. Which is also not an acceptable gesture at all. 

 

5. The editors of the New Testament do say that Jesus was well-aware of the 

Book of Psalms and he used to follow and quote it frequently. If the case is 

like that, then, Jesus would have gone through the Psalm-22, definitely. And 

he must have become aware of his future-plight, salvation and ascension. In 

such a case, what is the justification on the part of Jesus to pray in the 

following words:- 

 

“My Lord! If it is possible, take this cup of suffering from me. Yet not, what I 

want but what you want.” 

 

(Matthew, Chapter 26, Verse: 39) 

 

Question arises that when the plight or the “cup of suffering” is a prediction by a 

Prophet (David)) about another Prophet (Jesus). And, a Prophet’s prediction is 

always interminable. Then, why Jesus is responding in the aforementioned terms? 

Whereby he is not accepting the plight or the “cup of suffering” whole heartedly. 

The prayer in question (Matthew, Chapter 26, Verse: 39) reveals that Jesus had 
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never gone through the Psalm-22 as it was not present in the original text of the 

Book of Psalms in his times. 

 

6. Correct is the calculation that after the times of Jesus clergy has excluded the 

prayer (the Psalm-22) from the Gospels and included it in the Book of 

Psalms. So as to transform the New Testament in accordance with the “new 

design”__ the specific design__ to represent Jesus as god & savior. 

 

The Prayer is now, no more present in Gospels. So the readers of the Gospels are 

never confronted by it’s challenging nature. Whereby the status of Jesus as god & 

savior and the almighty lord___ due to this prayer of Jesus (the Psalm-22) stands 

false and is completely ruined. And, his actual status of a man and a messenger of 

GOD___ is clearly emerged. 

 

Even a casual study of the prayer (the Psalm-22) does reflect that the god or the 

savior-Jesus of the Gospel written by John is not seen any where in the prayer. 

Instead the man-Jesus and the Prophet-Jesus, is seen therein, definitely. Who is 

praying before the GOD, in the most humble way, for GOD’s help and salvation. 

 

7. It is also very strange to notice that Matthew presents his contradictory 

statements and open wrongs as the “Revealed Realities” and clergy accepts 

them as it is. Clergy has never bothered to ponder over contradictory and the 

wrong nature thereof. 

 

For instance, Matthew writes in his Gospel:- 

 

“They crucified him (Jesus) and then divided his clothes among them by 

throwing dice.” 

 

(Matthew, Chapter 27, Verse: 35) 

 

In terms of these words, Matthew has tried to prove one part of the prayer as 

prediction, made in the Verse-18 of the Psalm-22, as a positive reality. Question 
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arises that what happened to the other parts of the prediction, made in the other 

verses of the Psalm-22? 

 

Were they remained unproved as positive reality and, consequently, invalid? 

Especially, that paramount part of the prediction which was made in last Verse of 

the Psalm-22. And, which was about the Ascension before the death of Jesus unto 

heaven. 

“People not yet born will be told, 

the Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31) 

 

Was this part also, remained unproved as positive reality and consequently invalid? 

More amazing is the gesture of Jesus as described by Matthew in the following 

words, Jesus is saying:- 

 

“My Lord, if it is possible take this cup of suffering from me.” 

 

(Matthew, Chapter 26, Verse: 39) 

 

In these words, Matthew has shown Jesus in a condition where he is trying to 

repulse the coming infliction which is positively based on the prediction of David. 

So that, the prediction of the Prophet David should not be proved in practical 

terms. 

What a confusing situation is that? 

 

The Prophet’s disciple (Matthew) is approving one of the David’s prediction as it 

is___ while the Prophet (Jesus) is disapproving the prayer (the Psalm-22) through 

his prayers (present in the Gospel of Matthew mentioned below) outwardly. This 

questionable situation, itself, demonstrates that the Psalm-22 is not any prediction 

of David. Instead, it is the prayer of Jesus on the cross done as a last prayer. 
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8. Various statements of Matthew, also confirm the one and the sole truth___ 

that the Psalm-22 is __ the personal statement of Jesus. It is not a prediction-

based statement of David at all. 

 

 

Matthew says that Jesus prayed to GOD thrice in the following words:- 

 

1st Prayer 

 

“My Lord! If it is possible, take this cup of suffering from me. Yet not what I 

want but what you want.” 

 

(Matthew, Chapter 26, Verse: 39) 

 

2nd Prayer 

 

“My Lord! If this cup of suffering can not be taken away unless, I drink it, 

your will be done.” 

 

(Matthew, Chapter 26, Verse: 42) 

 

3rd Prayer 

“Again Jesus left them (the Disciples) and prayed for the third time, saying 

the same words.” 

 

(Matthew, Chapter 26, Verse: 44) 

 

These three prayers reveal the following four points:- 

 

• Jesus does not know that what prediction stands already, made by David about 

him. 

 

• Jesus does not know that he, himself, is the god, the savior and the almighty lord. 
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• Jesus does not know that his life is going to be sacrificed on the cross so as to 

ensure eternal forgiveness for the sins of humanity. 

 

• Jesus does not know anything about the other detail of the forthcoming incidents 

& inflictions. 

All the three prayers are, therefore, collectively confirming the one and the sole 

reality__ that whatsoever is going to take place as the destiny of Jesus___ that is, 

totally against the will of Jesus. And, Jesus has no control over the Will of his 

Lord. 

 

The nature of the 2nd and 3rd prayer, is not of the prayers. But, Matthew has 

entitled the both as prayers. Whereas their contents are not prayer-like at all. 

Instead, they are some sort of information-based units. Whereby Jesus is trying to 

inform his Lord that he is almost ready to undergo all that__ which is going to take 

place as his destiny. In both of the prayers, Jesus is not asking for any help or 

favour. Nor, he is seeking for salvation. Instead, he is simply, informing his Lord 

(Who is already well informed) about his half-hearted readiness to bear with the 

forthcoming incidents and inflictions. 

 

As such the twofold reality is, automatically, confirmed that Jesus is neither aware 

of his future-plight, salvation and ascension nor, he is aware of the Psalm-22__ as 

he had never seen it or read it in the Book of Psalms. And, how he could see it or 

read it__ as it was not there in the original text of the Psalms in those times. 
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AUTHENTICITY OF THE PRAYER 
 

The prayer of Jesus on the cross, the Psalm-22, is included in all the editions of 

Bible and every edition of all languages does contain it, as it is. 

 

To signify the authenticity of the prayer, in generalized terms, we have chosen two 

representative editions. The first represents the old or the classic Bible while the 

second represents the new or the neo-classic Bible. In the other words, the first 

represents the ancient world and the second represents the modern world. 

The old or the classic edition is the Bible, published by the society of Saint Paul 

Rome, 1958 (Urdu Version). 

 

Wherein a marginal note is given beneath a reference of the prayer in Gospel by 

Matthew, in the following words:- 

_______________________________________________________________ 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani” is the prayer of Jesus on the cross. The prayer is 

positively related to Jesus. According to the tradition of Clergy, it hints upon 

bodily inflictions of Jesus.” 

________________________________________________________________ 

To facilitate understanding of the prayer, the prayer has been divided into two 

parts, in the marginal note with the following detail: 

 

First Part (Verse: 2 to 22) 

 

(Verse: 2 to 6) Solitude of Jesus 

(Verse: 7 to 9) Humiliation of Jesus 

(Verse: 10 to 12) Trust in GOD by Jesus 

(Verse: 13 to 19) Cries of Anguish by Jesus 

(Verse: 20 to 22) Trust in GOD by Jesus. 
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Second part (Verse: 23 to 32) 

 

“Thankfulness of Jesus for salvation.” 

 

(Verses: 23 to 27) 

 

“GOD’s rule over the nations.” 

 

(Verses: 28 to 30) 

 

The new or neo-classic edition is the Good News Bible, 4th edition, New York 

1976. In it’s Foreword, it is written:- 

 

“The Bible in today’s English version has been translated and published by the 

United Bible Societies for use throughout the world.” 

 

On the page before the Foreword, United Bible Societies have been introduced in 

the following words:- 

 

“United Bible Societies, is a world-wide fellowship of National Bible Societies, 

working in more than 150 countries.” 

 

It means that Good News Bible, is the most popular and the best circulated Bible 

of the day. In this Bible, an introduction is given in the beginning of the Book of 

Psalms in the following words:- 

 

• “The Book of Psalms is the Hymn Book or the Prayer-Book of Bible.” 

 

• “The Psalms were used by Jesus (Quoted by the writers of the New 

Testament) and became the treasured book of the worship of Christian 

Church.” 

 

Hence, whatsoever is written in the Book of Psalms, Clergy has no objection upon 

it. Neither in respect of the contents, nor in respect of their themes. Nor, at any 
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time, Clergy has declared any Verse of any Psalm, against their prevailing 

religious norms. 

 

The prayer of Jesus on the cross (The Psalm-22) is, therefore, beyond doubt from 

all standards of scrutiny. Neither Clergy___ nor the writers of the New Testament, 

have ever suspected its validity. It is generally accepted as the prayer of Jesus by 

himself in the world of Christianity. 

 

As it was excluded from the Gospels and included in the Book of Psalms, so it 

remained safe and secure from all sorts of alteration and changes. And, in 

accordance with the divine proverb:- 

 

“GOD traps the clever in their cleverness.” 

 

(1 Corinthians, Chapter 3, Verse: 19) 

 

“The Christian elite’, is trapped through their arrangement of excluding the prayer 

from Gospels and including it in the Book of Psalms. It was this very arrangement 

which protected the prayer in the most desirable way. 

 

The prayer is present in the Book of Psalms, as it is, by the grace of the Lord, the 

Almighty GOD. And it is such a paramount document that it serves as a written 

evidence against the present belief of Christianity. And as it is consisting of the 

original words of Jesus, so, it can never be refuted by any Christian at all. 

 

The name of the prayer is positively “Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani” and the 

message of the prayer is for the believers of One Alone GOD, not for the believers 

of gods other than GOD or Trinity at all. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

As a matter of fact, Clergy as well as the editors of the New Testament, have not 

consciously gone through the Psalm-22. Nor, they have realized the realm of it’s 

profound meanings. So, in a state of misunderstanding and confusion, they have 

neither approved it, in total, nor disapproved it, in total. 

 

Declaring it by David of course, they have excluded it from the Gospels and 

included it in the Book of Psalms in order to ensure the following twofold 

purpose:- 

 

1. The prayer should not be known as the prayer of Jesus on the cross. 

 

2. The prevailing Christian-belief should not be examined under the beacon-

light of the prayer. 

 

Total disapproval of the prayer was not possible for them__ on account of the 

fact___ that it was witnessed by a lot of people. Not only by the Disciples &amp; 

other believers of GOD, present in surroundings, but also by the agitated crowd of 

the common people. Hence, the aforementioned confused and desperate effort was 

made___ by excluding the prayer from the Gospels__ and including it in the Book 

of Psalms. 

 

Years after years, rather, centuries after centuries, the prayer remained ignored 

from its original status as “The Gospel by Jesus.” Instead it remained as a common 

song of worship like other songs of the Book of Psalms. And, now after a long and 

exhaustive period of more than two centuries, it is re-emerging in its original and 

native perspective as a gift of the new millennium. 

“THE GOSPEL BY JESUS” 
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VERSES 1 & 2 

 
My GOD, My GOD, why have You 

Abandoned me? 

I have cried desperately for help 

But still it does not come. 

During the day I call to You, my GOD, 

But You do not answer; 

I call at night, 

But get no rest. 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verses: 1 & 2) 

 

These Verses are clarifying the following points:- 

 

• Jesus is calling GOD, the Almighty Lord, for help.  

• Jesus is not god. He is a man who is appearing here as a worried and helpless 

person, and whosoever worries or becomes helpless, he can not be held as god or a 

son of god.  

• Jesus is not calling the Holy GOD as father. Nor, he is showing any privilege in 

terms of the son of god.  

• Jesus is beseeching here for help from GOD as a man and a prophet, as the 

foregoing prophets used to beseech.  

• The Creator of Jesus is the Almighty Lord and Jesus is calling the Lord in terms 

of a creature.  

• Only GOD is the Almighty Lord. 

• Jesus is in need of help from GOD. He, himself, is not capable to get rid of the 

situation. So, he is seeking salvation from GOD. And, GOD is his Savior like those 

of the foregoing prophets.  

• Jesus is not the Almighty Lord. Nor he is son of the Almighty Lord as the son 

always resembles to his father. But here, Jesus is simply a powerless person, not a 

powerful god or son of god. 
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“My GOD, My GOD, 

why have you abandoned me?”  

 

• GOD is never dominated by anyone or anything. But here, in the prayer, Jesus is 

dominated by an adverse situation. So he is not god at all.  

• GOD has created troubles & problems, through which, GOD enforces creatures 

to resort to GOD. Likewise is the case of Jesus here. So, he is no more than a weak 

creature or a man.  

• The Verse explains that the will of Jesus and the will of GOD are totally 

different and separate. The both are not “one” at all.  

• Jesus is calling the Lord, day and night, continuously. So, it is quite evident that 

 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani” 

 

Is a long prayer but the Gospels by Matthew & Mark are reporting the only first 

four words. As such, their report is, definitely, insufficient.  

• Whosoever will trust in GOD, the One Alone LORD; he will be definitely, saved 

as Jesus was saved.  

• Whosoever will call the Lord___ considering the Lord as his Savior__ he will 

never be disappointed as Jesus was not disappointed. 

 

A principle is, naturally evolved through these Verses that whosoever will call the 

Lord for help, he will be, positively helped. Provided__ he persists on Monotheism 

(belief in one alone GOD)__ and desists from Polytheism (belief in gods other than 

GOD). Beware please! ___ to seek help from someone beside the Lord___ is clear-

cut polytheism___ which has been vigorously rejected by the Lord in all the 

Scriptures.  
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VERSE 3 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“But You are enthroned as the Holy One 

the One Whom Israel praises.” 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 3) 

 

This Verse is clarifying the following points:- 

 

Jesus is explaining here the absolute oneness of GOD and he is telling that there is 

no god beside the one GOD dominant and sovereign-Lord of the earth and the 

heavens. GOD has no partner and GOD is the All-alone King of the worlds. And 

GOD, is the Lord of Jesus.  

 

GOD is the Lord Whose praises are recited by Israel. GOD is the originator of 

Torah (the law of Jacob & Moses) including the Ten Commandments. And GOD 

has effected the 1st Commandment in the following words:- 

 

“Worship no god but Me. Do not make for yourself images of anything in 

heaven or on earth or in the water under the earth.”  

 

The same GOD is the GOD of Jesus Who was the GOD of Jacob and Moses 

(peace & blessings of GOD be upon all). The one GOD, beside Whom, there is no 

god at all.  

 

Jesus is not the inventor of Trinity. Nor he is presenting him as one of three gods. 

Nor he is telling the one GOD as the third of the three gods. Instead, he is openly 

rejecting the concept of Trinity, which stands for the following three gods. 

 

1. The GOD of Moses____ Jehovah 

2. The word of GOD_____ Jesus 
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3. Holy Spirit or Holy Ghost. 

Therefore, Trinity is a baseless concept in terms of the Verse under reference, the 

verse 3 of the prayer.  

Torah says, 

 

“Remember This! The Lord and the Lord alone___ is our GOD. 

Love the Lord your GOD with all your heart, 

With all your soul, and with all your strength.” 

 

(Deut, Chapter 6, Verses: 4 & 5)  

 

“Fear the Lord your GOD, worship only GOD, 

and make your promises in GOD’s name alone. 

Do not worship other gods, 

Any of the gods of the people around you. 

If you do worship other gods, 

The Lord’s anger will come against you 

Like fire and will destroy you completely, 

Because the Lord your GOD, 

Who is present with you, tolerates no rivals.” 

 

(Deut, Chapter 6, Verses: 13 to 15)  

 

“GOD is a great GOD and (only) one to be feared.” 

 

(Deut, Chapter 7, Verse: 21)  
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THE VERSES 4 & 5 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“Our ancestors put their trust in You. 

They trusted You and You saved them 

They Called to You and escaped from danger. 

They trusted You and were not disappointed.” 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 4 & 5) 

 

These two Verses are clarifying the following points:- 

 

• GOD has, always, been sufficient for the bondmen of GOD in the hours of trial. 

 

• Jesus believed in the same GOD___ Who was believed in__ by Adam, Noah, 

Ibraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses and all the prophets (peace &blessings of the 

LORD be upon all of them).  

 

According to Jesus, GOD, the Holy One; is the Savior of the whole mankind. GOD 

is capable (be GOD glorified as GOD is) to relive off every infliction. None of the 

human beings is savior beside GOD. Jesus, himself is also, not a savior at all. The 

people who have chosen him as their savior__ they have denied the One___ Who 

alone is the Savior of Jesus and whole mankind and the act of choosing Jesus as 

savior__ is equal to hate the real Savior the One Alone GOD___ as it is clearly 

written in the old Testament:- 

 

“I Am the Lord your GOD. Worship no god but Me. Do not make for yourself 

images of anything in heavens or on earth or in the water under the earth. Do 

not bow down to any idol or worship it. Because I Am the Lord your GOD 

and I tolerate no rivals. I bring punishment on those who hate Me, on their 

descendants, down to third and fourth generation.” 
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(Exodus, Chapter 20, Verses: 1 to 5)  

Now, ponder over the point that whosoever says that Jesus is god___ Holy Spirit is 

god___ Mary is god; has he not made an image or an idol beside the one GOD? 

While nothing is there in the earth and heavens which could be considered as 

GOD.  

 

 

 

 

VERSE 6 

OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“But I am no longer a man, 

I am a worm despised and 

scorned by everyone.” 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 6) 

 

This Verse is clarifying the following points:- 

 

Through the sentence: 

“But I am no longer a man.” 

Jesus is declaring that he is a man. So, he should be regarded as a man as that is his 

natural right.  

• The sentence further explains that Jesus is not god.  

• Jesus is complaining here that GOD had created him as a man but the people 

have degraded him, up to such an extent, that he is now__ no more a man__but a 

worthless worm.  

• This Verse is, particularly ponderable for those who are considering Jesus, as god 

and savior, instead of a man and a prophet.  

More ponderable are the words:- 
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“I am a worm.” 

It means that inspite of being a man & prophet, Jesus was degraded in the most 

inhuman way.  

• If Jesus were god or the lord, he would have never spoken in terms of a man and 

a worm.  

• If Jesus were the son of god, then, also he would have never spoken in the said 

terms of a man and a worm, as the son always, resembles to his father in his nature 

& abilities.  

• If Jesus were the word of GOD & the creator of universe, then, there was no 

need on the part of Jesus___ to complain in the said terms___ that GOD had 

made him a human being__ but the people have degraded him down____ to 

the level of a worm.  

• Jesus was not a worm, then, why he denounced himself as a worm? Is GOD & 

the Creator of Jesus___ not the GOD & the Creator of worms? Of course, GOD 

is___ but here in the Verse___ Jesus has denounced himself as a worm____ in 

order to pin-point the fact___ that he is a member of the most dignified 

creature___ the mankind___ but he has been degraded in a beastly way. So___ as a 

matter of principle___ Jesus is calling here, for his original status___ the status of a 

man ___ not of a god or son of god.  
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VERSES 7 & 8 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“All who see me, jeer at me, 

They stick out their tongues 

and shake their heads. 

You relied on the Lord, they say: 

Why doesn’t the Lord save you? 

If the Lord likes you, 

Why doesn’t the Lord help you?” 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 7 & 8) 

 

These Verses are clarifying the following points:- 

The people, present at the spot, were altogether against Jesus. But they were 

virtually witnessing that Jesus was a man and a slave of GOD who was in habit of 

relying upon GOD. The conversation of the people is scornful and satiric but, even 

then, some facts are thrashing out, positively:- 

• During his preaching, Jesus had never called himself as god or the son of god. 

That is why that the people, present at the spot, had not spoken like that:- 

“Help yourself as you are god” 

or 

“Seek help from your father as you are the son of god.”  

Now, look upon those people who consider Jesus as god or the son of god. They 

are, baselessly, blaming even those people who were present at the spot and knew 

that Jesus was not god or the son of god. In other words, the people with the belief 

that Jesus is god or the son of god; are far more enemies of Jesus who tried to 

crucify him.  

• The people who say that Jesus is god or son of god or in his guise, the Lord 

descended upon earth because of GOD’s love for humanity. They are, baselessly, 

blaming Jesus and the Lord of Jesus, the both.  
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• The words of: 

“If the Lord likes you 

Why doesn’t the Lord help you?” 

further clarify that Jesus had always told the masses that he was a man and a 

prophet of the Lord who was liked by the Lord as he was awarded with certain 

extraordinary blessings and miracles. And, he had, definitely, told them:- 

“O’people! When you see the dead as alive, the sick as healthy, the blind as seer, 

through miracles then, you can easily understand that I am liked by the Lord.” 

Such a statement, however, does not prove that Jesus had ever shown himself as a 

partner of the Lord__ or creator of the worlds__ or Almighty God of the universe. 

He had simply shown himself as a chosen and blessed man of the Lord. Otherwise, 

the people present at the spot, must have scorned in some different terms. Hence, 

even the scornful words of the enemies of Jesus, are proving the sole fact that Jesus 

had never preached Trinity or gods other than GOD. Instead, he had always 

preached the one alone GOD as his Lord.  

• The Verses are also signifying that Jesus was nobody else but a man and a 

prophet of the Lord. Who relied upon the Lord and sought help from the Lord 

alone.  

• Creatures of GOD are Creatures of GOD, they can never be considered as GOD 

or as the parts of GOD. Same is the case of Jesus who is a born creature and, as 

such, can not be considered as god or a part of the Creator or son of the Creator.  

• Jesus is not a savior. He is not capable, even, to save himself from his enemies. 

How he can be considered “All-able” to save everyone on the earth. It is the Lord 

alone__ Who is the All-able to save every creature of the universe including the 

mankind__ as the Lord is already saving__ each of them__ without any desolation 

and defect. 
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VERSE 9 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“It was You who brought me safely 

through birth, 

and, when I was a baby You kept me safe” 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 9) 

 

The Verse is clarifying the following points:- 

• Jesus was a man whose birth was a miracle by GOD. If he, himself, were god 

then: 

a) He, himself, would have given birth to him. 

b) He, himself, would have guarded him before and after birth.  

God says:- 

“I kill and I give life.” 

(Deuteronomy, Chapter 32, Verse: 39) 

• Process of birth is a GOD-appointed system. Whereby GOD creates and give life 

to creatures. And, whosoever takes birth through the system of birth___ he is 

simply a creature. He can not be considered as creator at all. The process of birth, 

itself, confirms:- 

a) Jesus is not born by himself 

b) Jesus had no existence before his birth.  

The bodily organs, through whom a man acts as a man, are bestowed upon the 

man, during the process of birth. Jesus took birth centuries ago while the universe 

was created millions of years ago. How absurd is the notion that Jesus had created 

the world with his own hands. While as a matter of fact, his hands were not 

existent, even, before his birth.  

Jesus was born after Adam, Noah, Abraham, Ismael, Isaac, Jacob, David, 

Solomon, Moses and the numerous other prophets (peace & blessings of GOD be 

upon all of them). If he were the son of god, then, all of the foregoing prophets, 
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must have been the believers of Trinity. But the case is not like that at all. None of 

them was the believer of Trinity, rather, none of them, had, even, heard about the 

name of Trinity, in their times. Hence, Trinity is nothing else but an invented and 

artificial concept which has no existence, even, during the time of Jesus. It is, 

therefore, a rootless concept from all accounts.  

• Mother of Jesus, Mary was conceived without fatherly seed__ in terms of the 

commandment of GOD. Where from the process of birth of Jesus commenced and 

whereat___ according to the own words of Jesus__ GOD was the Protector of 

Jesus. Declaring GOD as his Protector___ Jesus has clarified the following points: 

a) GOD is not the father of Jesus. Instead, GOD is the Creator & Protector of 

Jesus.  

b) Jesus is the son of Mary, he is not the son of god.  

c) The Creator of Jesus is the Savior of Jesus not the father of Jesus.  

RAM (Peace be upon him) said, “Whosoever takes birth, takes death.” which 

means a born one or a mortal can never be held as a GOD. Therefore, Ram was not 

GOD and Jesus was not GOD. 
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VERSE 10 

OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“I had relied on You since the day, 

I was born, 

And You have always been my GOD.” 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 10) 

 

“Since the day I was born” 

Is the sentence which resolves the whole enigma of three gods and the following 

points are clarified thereby:- 

• Jesus was nowhere in the earth and heavens before his birth. Nor he had any 

knowledge about his own self or about his Creator. Then, on a particular day, he 

took birth and began to receive the blessings of the Lord.  

• According to the sentence, “Since the day I was born”, Jesus was nothing before 

his birth. And__ the Lord was the Lord___ before the birth of Jesus. Now ponder 

over the notion that after the birth of a creature or a man Jesus__ how all of a 

sudden__ the one alone GOD became one of the three gods? Therefore, the notion 

of Trinity is, definitely, a baseless notion.  

• GOD was never a handicapped GOD at all. Nor one can, even think like that__ as 

that is totally against the belief in one alone GOD, who is Almighty & All-able and 

GOD needs not an other god to be complete or perfect. Only GOD was GOD, Only 

GOD is GOD and Only GOD will remain GOD being All-able & Almighty. And, 

no one is god beside GOD, nor Adam, nor Jesus, nor anyone else.  

GOD created Jesus and gave life to Jesus through GOD’s commandment as All-

able GOD___ not as father. Before Jesus, GOD had given life to Adam without 

father and mother, the both. Jesus and Adam are signs of GOD’s unique 

creativity__ and that is all. No more or no less__ are the meanings of their birth at 

all.  

Contemporary belief in three gods is, therefore, certainly rootless__ and Jesus, 

himself, is negating it in terms of the words:- 
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“I have relied on You since the day, 

I WAS BORN, 

And You have always been my GOD.” 

Through these words, Jesus is also declaring:- 

a) GOD is not my father nor I am the son of god.  

b) Nor I was always with GOD as a word of GOD or son of god or almighty & all-

able born creature.  

c) Nor GOD was incomplete or imperfect without me.  

d) GOD is my Creator Who created me and I am a creature of GOD.  

e) Since the day I was born, I am a man namely Jesus and before the day of my 

birth, I was nothing.  

f) I have taken birth while GOD hasn’t taken birth at all. GOD is the One__ Who is 

free from all of the creaturely handicaps.  

g) If I were god, then, I would have not undergone the process of birth at all. 

h) Don’t call me god or the son of god__ instead,CALL ME JESUS, THE SON 

OF MARY, as that is my real name.  

If Jesus had spoken like that:- 

“I had relied on You before my birth” 

then, there was a reason or chance to think that Jesus was with GOD before his 

earthly birth. But as Jesus has not spoken like that, hence__ to think like that__ is 

totally unwarranted because he is saying, “I had relied on you since the day, I was 

born.”  

Jesus has, also, not spoken like that:- 

“You are the GOD for whom 

I created the universe.”  

Nor he has spoken in these terms:- 

“You are the GOD whose word is “I” and 

I am the god through whom 

You have created, the universe and 

You have made me savior.”  

The wording is, also, not like that at all. So, to think or speak in such terms, is 

clear-cut belief in gods other than GOD or gods with GOD or polytheism which is 

not the message of Jesus.  
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• Jesus has, also not spoken like that:- 

“Since the day You have given 

me birth from your seed, 

You are my father.” 

So, there is no justification to call the GOD as father of Jesus and Jesus as the son 

of god.  

• Jesus has, also not spoken like that:- 

“Since the day I have departed from You 

and descended to earth, 

I rely on You.” 

So, Jesus can not be considered as a part & parcel of GOD__ or an embodiment of 

godly-self and manly-self___ or a descendant of GOD.  

In generalized terms, the Verse 10 of the prayer, is completely devastating all the 

grounds of Polytheism which have been, purposely associated to Jesus, Mary and 

the Holy Spirit.  

It is the well-known law of the Lord that, whenever, the Lord decides to create 

something__ the Lord simply commands, “Be!” and the thing becomes existent___ 

without any hindrance thereof. In the same way, Jesus had taken his genetic 

existence without any biological processing of the fatherly seed. So, Jesus was not 

the son of god, he was simply, a creature of GOD. 

HIS BIRTH WAS SOME WHAT LIKE THE FIRST TIME CREATION OF 

ALL THINGS.  

Jesus was a specific creature, whereby, the Lord had demonstrated the Lord’s 

unique creativity, for the third time. Prior to Jesus, the Lord had created Eve, 

without mother__ and Adam, without mother and father, the both. Afterwards, the 

Lord created Jesus without father. So the creation of Jesus, without father, is the 

third instance of the Lord’s all-encompassing creativity___ which is free from the 

basic system of the birth. As a creator of all things, all the channels or systems of 

the birth are subservient to the encompassing and unique creativity of the Lord.  

The Lord is, therefore, the only GOD and the Lord must be believed in, as one 

alone GOD. To ascribe a son unto the Lord__ is a direct assault on the oneness & 

aloneness of GOD__ which is an unpardonable sin.  
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VERSE 11 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“Do not stay away from me, 

trouble is near, 

and there is no one to help.” 

 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 11) 

 

In this Verse, Jesus is calling his GOD, the One Alone GOD to help Jesus in the 

hours of his trial. 

The Verse is consisting of three small sentences. The last and the most important 

whereof is:- 

“and, there is no one to help” 

“and there is no one to help”, means that all have run away. All the persons who 

were being seen, a few days earlier, as the helpers and disciples of Jesus; now they 

are not being seen any more. Every one has deserted Jesus and left him alone. 

Jesus has, therefore, particularly realized that his helpers & disciples were not his 

helpers & disciples at all. 

Firstly Jesus Through these words declared 

“There is no savior, 

no god but the One Alone Lord”  

and secondly it is a news. 

Matthew says: 

“Then all the disciples left him 

and ran away.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 26, Verse: 56)  

Question arises to whom Jesus is telling: “and there is no one to help?” Certainly 

to none else but to his One Alone Lord, the Lord who created Jesus without father 

and appointed him as prophet.  
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The sentence is, also, signifying the following points:- 

• Just like the foregoing prophets, Jesus is calling his Lord to help him. And, as 

such, he is practically testifying that according to him there is none but the only 

One Savior, Who helps the needy in his hours of trial.  

• The one alone is the Savior since genesis to the Day of Resurrection, rather even 

thereafter.  

• No one is there to help but the only One, Who alone is All-able to remove every 

trouble. 

• Nothing is curable without the favour of the Lord. 

In terms of the Verse, under-reference, preferable slogan of everyone must be like 

that:- 

“O’GOD, help us! O’ GOD, save us!” 

instead of the present slogan:- 

“O Jesus, help us! O Jesus, save us”  

But alas! Neither belief of the followers of Jesus is like the belief of Jesus and all 

other prophets. Nor any of the followers of the notion “Trinity” are accepting the 

one alone GOD, as their Savior.  

By choosing Jesus as god & savior, the followers of Jesus have broken the Law 

of:- 

THE LORDSHIP OF THE LORD 

And, in turn, have excluded themselves from the bountiful and benevolent 

patronization of the Lord. 
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VERSE 12 & 13 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“Many enemies surround me like bulls. 

They are all around me. 

Like fierce bulls from the land of Bashan. 

They open their mouths like lions. 

Roaring and tearing at me.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verses: 12 & 13) 

In terms of these Verses, Jesus is describing the dominance of his enemies and his 

weakness before them. He is completely dominated by his enemies and no one is 

there to rescue him. So, he is expressing his helplessness and thereby seeking help 

from the Lord. And, he is very right in seeking help from the Lord as the Lord is 

the Almighty GOD. Who is never dominated by the enemies__ and Who alone__ 

is All-able to cure every wrong.  

The writers of Gospels through false statements have established Jesus as the 

almighty lord. But here the situation is altogether contrary. If Jesus were the lord 

and almighty god, then, he would have never cried for help in such a desperate 

way. No doubt, through these words of the prayer everyone can understand the 

creaturely status of Jesus who is a man not the almighty lord or the son of 

Almighty Lord.  
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VERSE 14 & 15 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“My strength is gone, 

gone like water spilt on the ground. 

All my bones are out of joints, 

my heart is like melted wax. 

My throat is as dry as dust 

and my tongue sticks to 

the roof of my mouth. 

You have left me for the dead in dust.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verses: 14 & 15) 

Through his cries of anguish in these Verses, Jesus is trying to explain his 

miserable condition. His suffering has increased up to such an extent that he, is 

almost dead in the dust.  

A co-existing fact is also being pointed out here that Jesus has no control over the 

will of the Lord. Instead, he himself is under the strict control of the Lord. So after 

reading these Verses, no one can consider Jesus as god or the savior. But, inspite of 

that__ if someone persists to consider Jesus as god & the savior__ then he is 

definitely__ a deceived-one.  

Only a few days prior to his crucifixion___ Jesus was desetting the shops and trade 

points__ installed in the GOD’s Temple__ by the leave (sponsorship) of his Lord. 

The crowd was fearing from him while he was, fearlessly, lashing every shop 

keeper and the trader. He was commanding them to free the GOD’s Temple from 

their shops and trade. Now, on the cross he is the same Jesus but without leave 

(sponsorship) of the Lord, crying for help, saying:- 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani!”  

He has lost his miracles and miraculous power__ and is rendered__ into a 

commonplace person. Who is complaining before the Lord in the most pathetic 

terms. He is saying that his miracles have gone__ his power has gone__ strength 

has gone__ and he is now like a small quantity of water__ spilt on the ground__ 

which is drying away moment by moment. So he is saying to his Lord: “Have 

mercy on me!” “Have mercy on me!”__ Don’t leave me here__ for dead in the 

dust.  
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While praying to his Lord__ Jesus is very much conscious of the fact__ that he has 

lost his miracles___ his power___ his strength and everything. So he is rightly 

praying in the presence of his Lord. He is not praying here__ before himself or his 

godly-self__ as he, himself, can not__ accede to any prayer. It is the Lord and the 

Almighty GOD alone___ Who accedes to the prayers. The prayer of Jesus is, 

therefore, positively telling that Jesus is not any savior at all. He is simply a man 

and prophet__ who himself, is praying in the presence of the Lord for help and 

salvation.  

Beware please! It is an old and well known law of the Lord that___ the Lord 

reveals the truth__ in open and decisive terms. Looking upon the miracles of 

Jesus__ the people were considering Jesus as the greatest magician. While 

hypocrites were calling him, even, the lord and savior. Although Jesus did criticize 

such thoughts and notions but the notions remained in rapid progress. So, it 

became eventually essential that___ the actual status of Jesus should be 

demonstrated__ before all__ in the most open & visible terms. So, the Lord 

withdrew the miracles and the miraculous power of Jesus and rendered him into an 

ordinary man. The actual status of Jesus was, as such, demonstrated on the cross 

before everyone openly.  

Whereafter, Jesus was no more a supernatural creature or the Lord. Instead, he was 

simply a common man. Who was not independent in any respect. He was rather 

totally dependant upon the Lord, in all respects.  

The prayer of Jesus on the cross (the Psalm-22) also, signifies that___ in presence 

of sponsorship from the Lord__ an ordinary man may become so glorified and 

sublime that__ he is entitled as “Spirit of GOD” and “Word of GOD”. But when 

the sponsorship is withdrawn by the Lord__ then the man deteriorates__ even from 

his common status of a man___ and becomes worthless___ like a despised worm.  

The trial of Jesus on the cross__ might have been withheld by the Lord___ but the 

two particular things necessitated it’s happening in essential terms:- 

• The miraculous birth of Jesus was a sign of the Lord’s unique creativity. 

Whereby the people had to strengthen their faith in the Lord and the Lord’s 

Almightiness but they failed to do so. Instead, they lost their faith in the Lord and 

the Lord’s Almightiness and began to say Jesus as son of god and the lord.  

• Right from the beginning, it is an objective Law of the Lord that__ whenever the 

oneness & aloneness of GOD is diminished or overlapped by belief in gods other 

than the Lord___ the Lord cuts away the overlapped coverings of the belief in gods 

other than the Lord and unveils oneness & aloneness of GOD__ in the most 

obvious terms. 
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So the Lord did the same on the turn of Jesus. The Lord, rightly put Jesus under the 

trial of suffering and made the people understand that Jesus was not god or the lord 

or the son of god. Nor he was a savior, instead, he was a man and messenger of the 

Lord. Who, practically preached the message of the One Alone GOD, even on the 

cross.  

 

 

 

 

 

VERSES 16 TO 21 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“A gang of evil men is around me, 

like a pack of dogs they close in, on me. 

They tear at my hands and feet. 

All my bones can be seen. 

My enemies look at me and stare. 

They gamble for my clothes, 

and divide them among themselves. 

O’Lord don’t stay away from me! 

Come quickly to my rescue! 

Save me from the sword, 

save my life from these dogs! 

Rescue me from these lions! 

I am helpless before these wild bulls.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verses: 16 to 21) 

The most important among these Verses, is the Verse: 19. Jesus is saying:- 

“O’Lord don’t stay away from me! 

Come quickly to my rescue!” 
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Jesus, himself had preached about Omnipotence and Omnipresence of the Lord 

that:- 

“The Lord is Omnipotent 

and Ever-available”  

These were the oft-repeated words of Jesus about the Lord. Question arises that 

what is the intention of Jesus by uttering these distance-based words:- 

“Don’t stay away from me, 

Come quickly to my rescue!” 

The intention of Jesus by uttering these words__ was to pin-point the fact that__ he 

and the Lord__ are different. Both are not one__ as they were not one and__ they 

can never be one. The Lord is the Creator___ and Jesus is the creature__ and both 

are different in status. The Lord who is being called is the GOD of Jesus and the 

man who is calling is the servant of his GOD and no doubt this servant of GOD is 

Jesus with the real belief concerning the Almighty Lord or the All-able GOD.  

Through the words:- 

“Come quickly to rescue me!” 

Jesus is further pointing out that he is not the lord or god or the savior at all. 

Instead he is a weak creature of the Lord seeking rescue from the Lord while the 

Lord is the GOD & Savior of all the creatures.  

ATTENTION 

Now__ those who are used to call Jesus as god and savior__ they must pay 

attention to the wording of Jesus given in the Verse: 19. Which is serving as the 

manifesto of Jesus__ to call the Lord alone__ as GOD & the Savior__ in all kinds 

of circumstances.  

The wording of the Verse: 19 of course, is not meant to call the Lord from 

heaven__ treating the Lord as impresent on the earth. The wording has, in fact 

been used by Jesus__ to point out his need__ of help from the Lord. Who alone, is 

All-able, to extend every help to the person in trouble.  

There is a saying of Jesus, given in the Gospel by John:- 

“I have an example for you 

so that you will do just what, 

I have done for you.” 

(John, Chapter 13, Verse: 15) 
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The saying means that, Jesus is an example for his followers. He should be, 

positively, followed by his disciples and all of his followers. Verse: 19 and the 

preceding Verses___ are based on the exemplary preaching of Jesus__ whereby it 

is clear that:- 

1. No one accedes to the prayers but the One Alone GOD.  

2. No one is the Savior but the One Alone GOD.  

3. No one is trust worthy but the One Alone GOD.  

4. No one is the LORD but the One Alone GOD. 

5. No one is the Almighty GOD but the One Alone GOD.  

As Jesus said:- 

“No one is good (GOD) except GOD alone” 

(Luke, Chapter 18, Verse: 19)  

Hence, those who are claiming themselves as the followers of Jesus__ they must 

follow the exemplary preaching of Jesus in letter and spirit. They should believe in 

the One Alone GOD as Jesus used to believe. They must positively declare that 

there is no god, no savior, no protector, no lord, no almighty god but the One 

Alone GOD. 

True servants of the Lord should, therefore, never be named after their prophets. 

They should be properly named as the servants of the Lord___ as they have been 

named in the Scriptures. The belief of all the prophets__ was one and the same__ 

and that was faith and trust in the One Alone GOD.  

The second important Verse, after the Verse: 19, is the following Verse:- 

“Save my life from these dogs 

Rescue me from these lions 

I am helpless before these wild bulls” 

Through this Verse, Jesus is seeking help & salvation from the Lord. Question 

arises that after this cry of anguish, was the life of Jesus saved by the Lord or not? 

The last Verse of the Psalm tells us that his life was positively saved by the Lord:- 

“People not yet born will be told 

the Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31)  

So, the word of GOD__ given in the Psalm-22 __ should be trusted positively by 

everyone__ and everyone should believe in the Ascension-based salvation of Jesus. 

People should also trust in truthfulness of the message that there is only One Alone 
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GOD and all other gods are unreal, otherwise, their trust will remain half-baked & 

half-hearted and__ half-baked & half-hearted measures__ are always undesirable 

and fruitless.  

 

 

 

 

 

VERSES 22 & 23 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“I will tell my people what You have done 

I will praise You in their Assembly 

PRAISE the Lord, you servants of the Lord! 

Honour the Lord, 

you descendants of Jacob! 

WORSHIP the Lord, you people of Israel!” 

(The Psalm-22, Verses: 22 & 23) 

 

SINCE GOD SAYS, 

“Call to Me when trouble comes; 

I will save you, 

and you will praise Me.” 

(Psalms, Chapter 50, Verse: 15) 

Therefore, these verses tell us that GOD saved the life of Jesus & revealed the 

news of his future-based life as a servant of GOD.  

Therefore, prayer of Jesus on the cross, the Psalm-22, is virtually divided into two 

parts. The first part includes the Verses from 1 to 21. Wherein the state and 

condition of Jesus is recorded including his cries for help and salvation. The 

second part includes the Verses from 22 to 31. Wherein Jesus himself is telling that 

he has been positively saved by the Lord. So, he is highly grateful to the Lord. He 

is making thanks-giving promises in this part. And, as such this part may be named 
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as the thankfulness of Jesus in response to his salvation by the Lord. In short, the 

first part is a call while the second part is that of thankfulness.  

Now come to the Verse under reference:- 

“I will tell my people what You have done. 

I will praise You in their Assembly. 

Praise the Lord, you servants of the Lord! 

Honour the Lord, 

you descendants of Jacob! 

Worship the Lord, you people of Israel!” 

The sense of thankfulness is very much present in these Verses. Jesus is saying 

here that he will tell his people about the favour of the Lord bestowed upon him in 

terms of his salvation. And, he will tell about the favour of the Lord, publicly. So 

that everyone may positively know__ that the Lord has acceded to his prayer on 

the cross__ and saved him__ without letting him die on the cross unhelped. As 

such, Jesus is promising here that he will mention the favour of the Lord__ again 

and again__ and thus he will remain ever-busy in the praise of the Lord.  

Our one alone Lord__ our GOD has always commanded us__ to refrain from the 

faith in idols/things and unreal gods/goddesses. 

GOD commands:- 

“O’mankind! Worship your Lord, Who has created you and those before you. 

So that you may ward off (evil). Who (the Lord) has appointed the earth a 

resting-place for you and the sky a canopy; and causes water to pour down 

from the sky, thereby, producing fruits as food for you. Hence, do not set up 

rivals to GOD and you know (that it is a worst sin).” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 2, Verses: 21 & 22)  

The one alone GOD is Gracious-Enough to pardon all the sins, committed during 

the time of ignorance. With such a generous invitation, the Lord is inviting the 

mankind to resort to the One Alone Lord and quit or leave all the religions or 

religious sects in which the persons or things are worshipped as gods or saviors. So 

those__ who are desirous to resort__ they should resort without any delay__ lest 

the Satan may render their whole life useless and fruitless. Beware please! Death 

may approach at any time and disconnect the chain of life, all of a sudden. Please 

remember! The forgiveness of sins depends upon the belief in the presence of One 

Alone GOD according to the commandments of GOD in each & every Holy Book 

and those who will die as the servants of One Alone GOD will positively find their 

Lord Merciful & Kind after death and that is the soul of the message of Jesus on 

cross.  
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In the Verses under reference, the word of “servant” is highly important:- 

“Praise the Lord you servants of the Lord” 

Ponder over the status of a servant please. What are those traits which confirm a 

servant as a servant and separate him from his master. An eight-point detail is 

given below in this regard:- 

MASTER & SERVANT 

1. A servant is not a master. Nor he is a partner of his master’s wealth or 

belongings. He can not own anything thereform, even, equal to a mustard seed.  

2. A servant is always subservient to his master. He always renders services for his 

master. He can never be considered as an assistant of his master or next to his 

master.  

3. To act accordance with the will of his master, is always binding upon a servant. 

He is never free to deal with the affairs of his master in accordance with his own 

will.  

4. The master can punish the servant on his mistakes and he can replace him by 

some new and better servant. Rather he can terminate his service at any time.  

5. A servant always begs from his master. He is bound to continue his service and 

discharge his duties in all kinds of circumstances. Prescribed conditions of service, 

are always binding upon him and he can not desist from them.  

6. A servant is always bound to honour his master and he is also bound to hold his 

master’s enemies as his enemies and his master’s friends as his friends.  

7. The prolonged length of service or extraordinary services can not change the 

status of a servant. He can not betake the status of his master at any stage.  

8. Whatsoever is found by a servant from his master as wages or prize__ that is 

found only in lieu of his obedience. Rather, in lieu of “unconditional-obedience” as 

the conditions are always imposed by the master and the servant accepts them as it 

is.  

However a servant owns a bit of liberty on his part. He may leave his master in 

term of resignation but a slave is slave. Who can not leave his master in any 

condition. And__ if the master is one and there is no master save him, then even a 

servant is slave because he can not leave his master at any cost.  
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So Jesus says:- 

“I am telling you the truth. No slave is greater than his master & no 

messenger is greater than the one who sent him. Now that you know this 

truth, how happy you will be if you put it into practice.” 

(John, Chapter 13, Verse: 16 & 17)  

It means that all the prophets were slaves or servants of the Lord. And, in their 

servant-n-master or slave-n-lord based link__ all of them had__ all the qualities of 

servants & slaves definitely. That is why that all of them stood as servants & slaves 

of the Lord__ throughout their lives__ and obeyed their Lord in the most positive 

terms.  

In the lines:- 

“Honour the Lord, you descendants of Jacob! 

Worship the Lord, you people of Israel!” 

Jesus is advising the descendants of Jacob and the people of Israel to honour and 

worship the one alone GOD. The same thing has been advised in all the Scriptures, 

it is very simple to know and judge that when our Creator & the Lord is none but 

the one alone GOD, then, we should naturally honour and worship none but the 

one alone GOD.  

Jesus has advised to honour & worship the one alone GOD in commanding terms. 

Accordingly, the followers of Jesus should honour & worship none but the one 

alone GOD. Whereas like the misled & the Devil-deceived followers of other 

prophets they are also honouring & worshipping their prophet instead of the one 

alone GOD. Such a practice on their part is quite contrary to the demands of Jesus.  

The words of Jesus:- 

Honour the LORD—– 

Worship the LORD—– 

are, therefore, declaring the practice in question, undesirable rather false which 

must be given up at once. On the Day of Resurrection, the words of Jesus “Honour 

the Lord”__ “Worship the Lord”__ will definitely pass a decree against this false 

practice. Then where will stand the followers of sectarian leaders? Who are 

holding their prophets as gods & saviors instead of the one alone GOD. Who 

alone, is the Lord & Savior of everyone__ since inception to date__and till the last 

Day or the Day of Resurrection__ rather even after that.  
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GOD SAYS, 

“Worship no god but Me! Do not make for yourselves images of anything in 

heaven or on earth or in the water under the earth. Do not bow down to any 

idol or worship it because I Am the Lord your GOD and I tolerate no rivals. I 

bring punishment on those who hate Me and on their descendants, down to 

the third and fourth generations.” 

(Exodus, Chapter 20, Verse: 3 to 5)  

After such a clear and well-explained warning in the Bible, there remains no 

excuse for Trinity or faith in three gods at all. Now whosoever says that:- 

“gods are three. First is the GOD of Moses, Jehovah. Second is the Word of 

GOD, Jesus and third is the Holy Ghost and; will of all the three is one.” 

Such a person is openly rejecting the Ten Commandments. And he is also denying 

the sole right of Honour & Worship of the Lord, the one alone GOD.  

The believers of Trinity must, at once, give up Trinity and resort to Alone GOD. 

Which is the actual religion of prophets since Adam to date.  

The day of Judgement is near. But as it has not yet approached, so, present 

time is the precious time__ to correct the faith & belief in the light of the 

Scriptures__and the teachings of prophets. Even momentary delay in this 

connection, may be highly dangerous__ as the time & tide wait for none. 

And__ the death may close the doors of life at any time.  

To honour the Lord means to hold the Lord as the Absolute One GOD. And to 

worship the Lord means to worship the one alone GOD __ as the Lord is the All-

able Creator of all the creatures. Natural duty of every creature is, therefore, to 

resort to the Creator alone__ not to someone else beside the Lord.  

Compared with the honour of the All-able Creator, the One Alone GOD___ no 

man, no angel, no jinn or any creature, owns any honour at all. The All-able 

Creator is the Almighty Lord. The Lord may cause the death of all the creatures at 

any time___ And___ it will make no loss or difference to the Lord__ as the Lord 

alone is the Eternal, the Supreme, the Sublime & the Almighty Lord.  

It is written:- 

“Lo! All honour belongs to GOD alone.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4, Verse: 139) 

So, the Lord alone is the All-honourable and the Lord must be honoured in the 

most positive terms. No man, angel, jinn or any other creature__ should be held as 
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all-honourable like the Lord___ as that is open denial of the Lord’s Absolute 

Honour.  

Men, angels and jinn are, of course, honoured but__ they are honoured only in 

terms of their loyalty to the All-honourable.  

We must, therefore, be loyal to the All-honourable, the one alone GOD and we 

must honour the Lord at all cost and in all kinds of circumstances. We should 

never dare to negate the Lord’s Honour__ in terms of any satanic concept or the 

likewise notions __made to honour & worship the persons by sectarians.  

The Scripture says:- 

“They indeed have disbelieved who say: Lo! God is the Messiah, son of Mary. 

Say (unto them) who, then, can do aught against GOD if GOD had willed to 

destroy Messiah, the son of Mary and his mother and everyone on earth??? 

GOD’s is the sovereignty of heavens and the earth and all that is between 

them. GOD creates what GOD wills and GOD is All-able to do all things.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 5, Verse: 17)  

In conformity of this statement, the Scripture further says:- 

“They surely disbelieve who say; Lo! God is the Messiah, son of Mary. 

Whereas the Messiah (himself) said: O’Children of Israel! worship GOD, my 

Lord and your Lord. Lo! Whoso ascribes partners unto GOD, for him GOD 

has forbidden Paradise. His abode is the fire. For evildoers there will be no 

helpers. They surely disbelieve who say: Lo! GOD is the third of three while 

there is no god save the One GOD. If they desist not from saying so, a painful 

doom will fall on those of them; who disbelieve.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 5, Verses: 72 & 73)  

For such disbelievers or the believers of Trinity, the Scripture, has given a 

convincing clarification about Trinity:- 

“The Messiah, son of Mary, was no other than a messenger. The messengers 

(like of whom) had passed away before him. And, his mother was a saintly 

woman and they both used to eat food. See! How I make the revelation clear 

for them and, then, see! How they are turning astray. Say you worship in 

place of GOD that which possesses for you neither hurt nor use? GOD is 

GOD, Who is the Hearer, the Knower. Say (also to them) O’people of the 

Scripture, stress not in your religion other than the truth and follow not, the 

vain desires of the folk who erred of old and led many astray, and erred from 

a right way.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 5, Verses: 75 to 77)  
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No prophet or a righteous man has ever dared to say that he, himself, should be 

honoured like GOD or worshipped like GOD. Satan, of course, had certainly said 

to Jesus to worship him in place of GOD but Jesus had responded in the following 

way:- 

“Go away Satan! The Scripture says: Worship the Lord your GOD and serve 

only the Lord.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 4, Verse: 10) 

In the same way, Jesus has responded in his prayer on the cross while uttering the 

following lines of the Verse No.23:- 

“Praise the Lord, you servants of the Lord! 

Honour the Lord, you descendants of Jacob! 

Worship the Lord, you people of Israel!”  

No doubt, it is a matter of simple common sense that when GOD is One__ the only 

One__ then, how the slaves or servants of GOD__ can be held as gods, worthy of 

the honour__ which is for the one alone GOD only. But alas! The people are 

honouring and serving the slaves and servants__ just like the Lord. Rather, they 

have chosen them as gods & the lords__ in place of the one alone GOD.  
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VERSE 24 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“The Lord does not neglect the poor 

or ignore their suffering. 

The Lord does not turn away from them 

but answers when they call for help.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 24) 

Beware please! A mortal is a mortal in all respects. He can not attend to one person 

unless he ignores the other. Because it is not possible for him to centralize his 

attention even at the two different persons, simultaneously. And a mortal listens 

not all the calls when many help seekers call him for their help. Such are the limits 

of a mortal__ rather every mortal__ including the persons like those of prophets.  

It is the One Alone GOD only __ Who attends and accedes to the prayers of 

countless persons simultaneously__ and rescues them positively. So, Jesus is 

rightly pronouncing here__ that the GOD alone does not neglect the poor__ and 

always answers in affirmation to their calls for help.  

Please ponder over the idea that if Jesus asked the Lord to save his life_ and the 

Lord let him die__ then, why Jesus introduced his Lord in terms of the following 

words:- 

“The Lord does not neglect the poor 

or ignore their suffering. 

The Lord does not turn away from them, 

but answers when they call for help.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 24)  

So, this very Verse tells us that GOD saved the life of Jesus and did not let his 

enemies to kill him.  

Hence, the followers of Jesus__ should trust the Lord of Jesus. They should resort 

to none else but the Lord, the One Alone. And__ that is the way and mannerism of 

Jesus__ which is binding upon every follower of Scriptures.  
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VERSE 25 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“In the full assembly I will praise You 

for what You have done. 

In the presence of those who worship You. 

I will offer my sacrifices I promised.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 25) 

The Verse is highly ponderable. It’s conscious study tells us about the two 

promises of Jesus__ undertaken by him as a symbol of his thankfulness to the 

Lord. Question arises that what was that particular favour from the Lord__ which 

moved Jesus to undertake these two promises of praise & sacrifices? The answer is 

very much present in the Verse. Another conscious study of the Verse tells us; 

The Lord had acceded to the prayer of Jesus__ just after utterance of the Verse-21. 

“I will tell my people what You have done 

I will praise You in their assembly.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verses: 22) 

Almost the same words are resounding in the first two lines of the Verse-25 and__ 

repetition of the words:- 

“What You have done” 

re-confirms the favour of the Lord, positively.  

Up to the Verse-21, diction of the prayer is that of a pathetic-petition or a mercy 

appeal. But just after Verse-21__ the diction is totally changed__ and the prayer is 

transformed into a thanksgiving-discourse. Whereby it is automatically proved that 

Jesus has been saved by the Lord. He is no more a crucified person. Instead, he is 

the favoured-one of the Lord__ whose salvation has been effected through 

Ascension.  

The Ascension is meaningful only __ if it happened before the death of Jesus __ 

and it would have saved the life of Jesus. So the correct belief about Ascension__ 

is the Ascension of Jesus before his death.  

GOD Almighty entered Jesus in Paradise and saved him from his enemies. GOD 

tells us that GOD has always been the All-able & the Wise.  
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Hence, Jesus was very right in his thanksgiving turn in the prayer__ which begins 

from the Verse-22 and goes on__ to the end of the prayer till the closing line__ 

based on the announcement of salvation:- 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people.”  

The two promises of Jesus are of paramount importance. The wording thereof does 

signify that the favour of the Lord__ awarded to Jesus__ was twofold. Firstly it 

was related to the Ascension of Jesus and secondly it was related to the future-

based life of Jesus__ another life-span of Jesus. Wherein he had to honour his 

promises in practical terms. 

1. He had to praise the Lord in the full assembly for what GOD did with him 

in the presence of those who worship GOD. 

2. He had to offer his sacrifices to honour his promise. 

What is the mystery behind the ascension of Jesus? 

Why people do not believe in the ascension of Jesus before his death? 

Why they say that Jesus died on the cross and was buried after his death and 

became alive after three days? 

It is strange that Psalm-22 is telling the truth about the ascension of Jesus before 

death but no one is pondering over its verses especially the verse-25 and the most 

decisive verse-31 which tells: 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 

GOD SAVED THE LIFE OF JESUS AND JESUS DIED 

NOT ON THE CROSS 

“In the full assembly I will praise You 

for what You have done. 

In the presence of those who worship You. 

I will offer my sacrifices I promised.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 25) 

THERE IS NOTHING MYSTERIOUS IN THE 

ASCENSION OF JESUS BEFORE DEATH. 

People believe that Jesus became alive after three days of his death on the 

cross but this belief of people is not testified by the verses of Psalm-22 

especially verse-25. 
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So today’s belief of the people is not based on the fact which verse-25 is 

presenting. Verse-25 openly tells us that Jesus died not on the cross and he was 

taken alive to Heaven. Verse-25 further confirms that the life of Jesus was saved 

by the Lord and he was heard & was helped by the Lord. 

The minute study of the verse-25 further tells us that after the incident of 

crucifixion the one who appeared as Jesus on the hill of Galilee was not Jesus at all 

because if he was Jesus then he had definitely fulfilled his promises which he made 

in this verse. Since the one who appeared on the hill fulfilled not his promises 

made in the verse-25 and done in the presence of the Lord he can not be taken as 

Jesus. 

Who he was? 

 

If he was Jesus then he must have fulfilled his promise and in that case people 

would have a different belief in Jesus. Since only Jesus knows that what happened 

to him only Jesus can explain the happening of salvation. Because the one who 

appeared was someone else and was other than Jesus on account of the following 

four sound reasons: 

1. If he was Jesus then he must have told what Lord has done with him on the cross 

and how the Lord has saved his life. 

2. If he was Jesus then he must have praised his Lord in the full assembly of the 

people who worship GOD. 

3. If he was Jesus then he must have offered his sacrifices as he promised in his 

thanks paying words. 

4. If he was Jesus then he must have fulfilled his promises which he made in verse-

25. 

In fact no one ponders over the Psalm-22 especially the verse-25 and the verse-31 

and everyone believes in the story which is told by the people not by Jesus. 

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE OR IGNORANCE 

Christian belief is based on the observation of those who were present on the 

occasion and who unmounted the body of Jesus from the cross and buried him. 

Since the body of Jesus was lifeless & selfless it was considered dead by the 

observers who were present on the occasion and those who were present on the 

occasion knew not any thing about the miraculous ascension of Jesus. It is true that 

nothing was told about the ascension of Jesus by the Lord Almighty and the 
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question of salvation was left unsolved and the secret was kept secret to unveil for 

some other time for the future generations. 

So the observations of the people present there told nothing to them about the 

ascension of Jesus and that is why they say that Jesus died on the cross helpless. 

Though Jesus through his prayer told the people that the Lord has saved the Lord’s 

people but people could not understand anything. It can be well imagined that how 

the situation entangled in between the sayings of Jesus & the observations 

concerning crucifixion which raised doubts in their minds but nothing was done to 

understand the reality according to the statements of Jesus which he gave in his last 

prayer and since there was no one to answer the doubts of the people and only 

Jesus knew what had happened to him, all questions about the ascension remained 

unanswered. Though Jesus told the truth about ascension in the last hour people 

could not understand about his uttered truth. If they had pondered over the truth 

revealing statements of Jesus they must have got the reality of the ascension of 

Jesus through his sayings. Please ponder over this last hour’s uttered saying: 

“In the full assembly I will praise You 

for what You have done. 

In the presence of those who worship You. 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 25) 

It is a fact that only Jesus knew what happened and how GOD saved his life from 

death. 

People put his body in the tomb as a dead Jesus and when after three days the body 

was removed or was stolen by the disciples they started believing that Jesus came 

alive and gave them the good news of a new religion in which they say GOD is 

three-in-one instead of One Alone GOD of all the foregoing prophets thus they 

have invented a new faith & a new religion based on the forgiveness of sins 

through faith. So today their leaders say, “One needs not to follow the 

commandments of GOD in their religion and their religion is not based on doing 

this or doing that or not to do this and not to do that but it is based on one’s faith. If 

someone will believe that Jesus is a son of god and a savior for him, his sins will 

be washed and without this faith under Heaven there is no salvation. So they are 

doing away from the true religion preached by all other foregoing prophets such as 

Braham, Moses, Jacob, David, etc. 

It is a fact that their today’s belief is based on the sayings of the ethereal image of 

Jesus who appeared on the hill of Galilee and who told them that he is the real 

Jesus though the people present on the hill doubted in him due to his ethereal 

image which suddenly appeared among them and was without body. Today’s 

Christianity is nothing but the teachings of that ethereal image which appeared on 
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the hill of Galilee. Their concept about GOD and their belief in the forgiveness of 

sins and their New Testament or faith was given to them by the ethereal image to 

which they took as real Jesus and worshipped him as their god against the first 

commandment “Worship no god but Me”& by forgetting the teachings of Jesus 

and the written sayings of Torah and committed the worst sin against the 

commandments of GOD. 

GOD commands, 

“I Am the Lord your GOD. Worship no god but Me. Do not make for yourself 

images of anything in heavens or on earth or in the water under the earth. Do 

not bow down to any idol or worship it. Because I Am the Lord your GOD 

and I tolerate no rivals. I bring punishment on those who hate Me, on their 

descendants, down to third and fourth generation.” 

(Exodus, Chapter 20, Verses: 1 to 5) 

It was the test of their faith in which they failed because before this test when 

Satan put Jesus in the test through temptation and asked him to worship him Jesus 

replied, 

“Go away Satan! The Scripture says; 

Worship the Lord your GOD and serve only the Lord.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 4, Verse: 10) 

But disciples worshipped the ethereal image as their god and forgot that how Jesus 

passed his test of faith and what he said on the occasion and bowed not before the 

image and recognized the guise or the image of the Satan. 

Their worst sin the worship of an ethereal image which appeared on the hill made 

them blind and later on happened what happened. Anyhow the doubtful belief in 

the ascension of Jesus remained prevailing up to the coming seven generations and 

then Lord revealed that GOD saved the life of Jesus and the enemies of Jesus could 

not crucify him. It was told through holy Quran. So Muslims do not believe in the 

death of Jesus. 

Muslims believe in an alive Jesus who died not on the cross according to the 

information given to them through revelation. Believing in the death of Jesus is not 

the real belief in any case. So Muslims believe that Jesus was taken to Heaven 

alive and they cannot tell what was the body of Jesus after his ascension and those 

who tell about the body of Jesus in both religions are in doubts. So it is true that 

Jesus entered in Paradise and his life was saved by GOD and in Quran it is told 

about the death of Jesus that it seemed so to them. 
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157. And because of their saying: We slew the Messiah Jesus son of Mary, the 

messenger of GOD — They slew him not nor crucified, but it appeared so 

unto them; and lo! those who disagree concerning it are in doubt thereof; they 

have no knowledge thereof save pursuit of a conjecture; they slew him not for 

certain: 

158. But GOD took him up unto GOD. GOD was ever Mighty, Wise. 

159. There is not one of the People of the Scripture but will believe in him 

before his death, and on the Day of Resurrection he will be a witness against 

them. 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4 Al-Nisa, Verses: 157 to 159) 

Verse-25 tells us that only Jesus can tell what happened to him. GOD saved his life 

and what was the body left behind for the burial. Since all happened to Jesus, only 

Jesus can truly answer the questions concerning ascension that is why Jesus is 

saying in verse-25 of his prayer: 

“In the full assembly I will praise You 

for what You have done. 

In the presence of those who worship You. 

I will offer my sacrifices I promised.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 25) 

It is a fact that everyone is made of the materials of this earth and his contents are 

clay & water and no one takes one’s clay & water along with one’s self or soul at 

the time of one’s departure or end. When a soul leaves this material world it leaves 

its body or materials too, which in hours starts decaying & rotting and cannot be 

kept due to the process of decaying. It starts to rot and needs an immediate dispose 

off which is performed differently in different religions. It is on record that 

whosoever was killed or died was disposed off by the people. 

Those who are killed in the way of GOD according to the commandments of GOD 

are not dead. The Lord our GOD says: 

“Think not of those, who are slain in the way of GOD, as dead. Nay, they are 

living. With their Lord they have provision.” 

(Holy Quran, Chapter 3, verse: 169) 

“And call not those who are slain in the way of GOD “dead.” Nay, they are 

living, only ye perceive not.” 

(Holy Quran, Chapter 2, verse: 154) 
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And everyone knows that all those who are killed in the way of GOD remain not in 

this world. They leave their wives, children, land, wealth and everything behind. 

Their wives become widows and after the prayers and formalities of the funeral get 

married with other men, their children become orphans, their land & wealth is 

taken by the relatives and they are buried by the people. Their burial here shows 

that they enter alive in Paradise the kingdom of GOD and leave everything of this 

world. Act of the burial also shows that the bodies of the martyrs are like dresses 

and they leave the used dresses here and wear the new dresses there. 

It is very simple to understand that Jesus was a martyr like other martyrs, death 

touched not his life at all and the Almighty GOD made it possible for him. Since 

GOD is All-able, GOD made it possible through knowledge & wisdom and GOD 

saved his life and kept him alive and opened the door of Heaven for him. It was a 

duration equal to the blink of an eye and Jesus was not here and entered in paradise 

there. Such a great rescue is possible only if GOD Almighty wills and GOD not 

only saved him but gave him the news of his salvation to announce in the people, 

that is why Jesus is saying in his prayer, “I will praise You for what You have 

done”. 

He left his mortal body behind and the mortal body is nothing more than a dress 

which the soul wears to live life. Jesus left his body and the people not only 

unmounted him from the cross but also buried him like a dead and they knew not 

that the body of Jesus is not Jesus. Jesus was not there and his soul returned not to 

explain the mystery of his migration and Satan took advantage of this situation and 

became Jesus to deceive people. 

Jesus had passed half of his age when he drank the cup of suffering and on cross he 

prayed to GOD to save his worldly life and GOD Who saves, saved not only his 

worldly life from death but also raised him to send him again to this world for his 

remaining life. Like his birth his rescuing of life was also unique and according to 

the ordained order soul of Jesus will dress someone’s body to lead the remaining 

life and he will fulfill his promises as he made with GOD in the verse-25. So the 

life which was saved by GOD was the worldly life of Jesus due to which Jesus 

paid thanks & made promises. The most interesting aspect is that Jesus will not 

appear in the previous body and will appear in another body through the change of 

soul and this change of soul will be the beginning of the remaining life of Jesus as 

the messenger of GOD. Before the end of his first life & leaving the world Jesus 

told everyone that no one will see him again and warned them not to believe 

anyone who claims that he is Jesus. He also warned that false Jesus will appear to 

deceive and advised everyone not to follow anyone other than him. 
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SATAN AND HIS TRICKERY 

The mystery of the end of Jesus is, in fact, related to the Satan’s trickery__ spell-

bounding trickery__ whereby he deceived the disciples quite easily. At first, he 

deceived the disciples of Jesus and took them over in his total control. Thereafter, 

the disciples deceived the whole world on a massive scale. And as such, the 

disciples, the unfair and disloyal disciples of Jesus, proved themselves as the fair 

and loyal disciples of Satan. To apprehend the Satan’s trickery, however, we will 

have to go back in the age of Jesus.  

After his glorious entry into Jerusalem, Jesus visited the Temple of GOD and 

dismantled the shops and the business corners therein. Because__ he wanted to 

cleanse the Temple from the Jewish traders and their commercial activities. At that 

time he was loudly & openly announcing:- 

“It is written in the Scripture that GOD said: 

My temple will be called a House of 

Prayer but you are making it a hideout 

for thieves” 

(Matthew, Chapter 21, Verse: 13)  

The incident was seriously viewed by Jewish chief priests. They treated it as a 

threat to their monopoly over the Temple. So, they decided to plot against Jesus in 

terms of the famous contempt-case of the temple of GOD. All the witnesses 

whereof were fake & false.  

The case was based on the blame that Jesus had committed a great sin by saying 

the words that he was able to tear down the temple of GOD and rebuild it in three 

days.  

Whereas Jesus had never spoken the likewise words at all. But the Jewish chief 

priests managed several witnesses and presented them in the court. The people 

present in the court were also persuaded by the Jewish chief priests and the case 

was, ultimately, decided against Jesus. Death-sentence in terms of crucifixion was 

announced against Jesus. The Roman Governor, Pilate wanted to release Jesus but 

the persuaded crowd did not let him do so.  

The disciples of Jesus were, of course, aware of the fake & false nature of the case 

as it is written in the Gospel by Matthew:- 

“The chief priests and the whole council tried to find some false evidence 

against Jesus to put him to death.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 26, Verse: 59) 
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The Gospel by Mark, also contains the same view:- 

“Many witnesses told lies against Jesus but their stories did not agree. Some 

men stood up and told this lie: we have heard him say: I will tear down this 

Temple which men have made and after three days I will build one that is not 

made by men.” 

(Mark, Chapter 14, Verses: 56 to 58)  

Accordingly, the disciples had to unfold the fake & false nature of the contempt 

case. But they responded in highly strange terms, rather, perverted terms. Firstly, 

they let the Jews crucify Jesus and then they said that Jesus had not talked about 

GOD’s Temple. Instead, he had talked about the bodily temple of his own self. 

Whereby he wanted to declare that he was able to revive his dead body, just after 

three days of his death on the cross.  

To make this very interpretation true, the disciples conspired to steal away the 

buried body of Jesus from the graveyard. And, they did so at night before the 

arrival of the third day. While on the morning of the third day, they spread the fake 

news of the revival of Jesus, from his tomb.  

To prove the disciples innocent and to conceal the theft of the buried body of Jesus 

and to make the news of the revival certain Matthew added two references under 

the following headings:- 

“The Guard at the Tomb.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 27, Verses: 62 to 66) 

“The Report of the Guard.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 28, Verses: 11 to 15)  

It is written in the Gospels that the disciples ran away to save their necks at the 

time of the arrest of Jesus but it is not written anywhere what they did to save their 

necks after the decision of the court against them and the end of Jesus. They 

remained hidden till they spread the news of the revival of Jesus and they made the 

news of revival to get rid of the contempt case due to which their enemies were 

after them for arrest & punishment. The contempt case against them was behind 

everything which they did. 
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DUE TO SATAN 
 

Mark says:- 

“Then some men stood up and told this LIE, we have heard him say: 

“I will tear down this temple which men have made and after three days I will 

build one that is not made by men”. 

(Mark, Chapter 14, Verse: 5) 

Later this lie became this statement:- 

“I will be raised to life three days later.”  

The same way as the news of the stolen buried body later became the news of the 

resurrection of Jesus. 

It is written in Gospels that when the women gave the news to apostles they heard 

the news of the resurrection of Jesus but they did not believe it because they knew 

the reality. The news was highly doubtful to them because they themselves had 

stolen the body of Jesus. 

It is written:- 

“But the apostles thought that what the women said (about the revival of 

Jesus) was nonsense and they did not believe them.” 

(Luke, Chapter 24, Verse: 11) 

Moreover, they never heard Jesus saying anything about his revival and if they had 

heard they would have believed the women who gave the news of the revival of 

Jesus.  

NOW 

Listen to Jesus and ponder over his words, he is saying to one of the persons beside 

him on cross, 

“I promise you that 

TODAY 

you will be in Paradise 

with me.” 

(Luke, Chapter 23, Verse: 43)  
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Jesus gave this message to the world: 

“The people not yet born will be told the Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 

(The Psalm, Chapter 22, Verse: 31) 

And GOD told the reality after more than 600 years. 

So the Scripture says, 

“And, because of their saying, we slew the Masseih Jesus, son of Mary, the 

messenger of GOD (GOD showed not the way to them because GOD guides 

not the liars). 

They slew him not—nor crucified him but it appeared so unto them. And, lo! 

Those who disagree in this regard, they are in clear doubt thereof. They have 

no knowledge thereof save pursuit of guess. They slew him not for certain. But 

GOD raised him to Heaven. GOD has always been the All-able, the Wise.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4, Verses: 157 & 158)  

 

CONTRADICTIONS 
FIRST CONTRADICTION 

 

COMPARE THESE TWO SAYINGS OF JESUS TO KNOW, WHAT 

HAPPENED IN REALITY: 

No: 1 

“I promise you that TODAY you will be in Paradise with me.” 

No: 2 

“I will be raised to life THREE DAYS later.” 

 

IF BOTH OF THE SAYINGS ARE OF JESUS  

THEN WHICH ONE IS TRUTH-BASED? 

 

The No: 1 saying is a confirmed truth as the Scripture says, 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31)  
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The No: 2 saying is based on a lie as Mark tells us: 

 

Then some men stood up and told this LIE, we have heard him say: 

“I will tear down this temple which men have made and after THREE DAYS 

I will build one that is not made by men.” 

(Mark, Chapter 14, Verse: 57)  

 

SECOND CONTRADICTION 

TO MAKE THE REVIVAL OF JESUS CERTAIN MATTHEW INCREASED 

THE NUMBER OF WATCHMEN AT THE TOMB OF JESUS.  

 

For example, if I say that there was only one watchman in my house, and the thief 

came when the watchman was asleep and took the jewels of my wife— everyone 

will believe this easily.  

But if I say that how can a thief come in my house and steal in the presence of four 

watchmen & eleven family members, that is why I think that my wife herself took 

the jewels and put them somewhere else and then forgot— in this case no one will 

believe the theft. That is how the number of watchmen can convince the listeners, 

whether a thing was stolen or not. Because the presence of so many people on 

watch and presence of one watchman is not the same.  

To make the revival of Jesus certain, sure & believable for readers, Matthew in his 

Gospel increased the number of guards at the tomb of Jesus on watch. Because in 

the presence of one guard, the story of the stolen body of Jesus seems easily 

believable to readers and everyone can believe that when the guard after having 

drugged food was in deep sleep, the disciples of Jesus came and stole his body 

from the tomb. They knew that the situation like this can make the concocted 

revival of Jesus doubtful.  

To remove the doubt in the concocted resurrection of Jesus, Matthew increased the 

number of guards and tells that there were many guards at the tomb on watch 

instead of one guard, so that the readers could not even imagine the stealing of the 

body of Jesus because the presence of many guards, let not the readers even think 

about the theft.  

Now read yourself the two contradictory statements of Matthew:- 
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THE NUMBER OF GUARDS 

AT THE TOMB 
 

No.1 : “ONLY ONE GUARD”  Chapter 27 

 

“The next day, which was a Sabbath, the chief priests and the Pharisees met 

with Pilate and said, 

“Sir, we remember that while that liar (Jesus) was still alive he said, ‘I will be 

raised to life three days later’. 

Give orders, then, for his tomb to be carefully guarded until the third day, so 

that his disciples will not be able to go and steal the body, and then tell the 

people that he was raised from death. 

This last lie would be even worse than the first one. “Take a guard,” Pilate 

told them; “go and make the tomb as secure as you can.” 

So they left and made the tomb secure by putting a seal on the stone and 

leaving the guard on watch.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 27, Verses: 62 to 66)  

 

No.2 : “MANY GUARDS”  Chapter 28 

 

“Some of the soldiers guarding the tomb went back to the city and told the 

chief priests everything that had happened. The chief priests met with the 

elders and made their plan, they gave a large sum of money to the soldiers and 

said, “You are to say that his disciples came during the night and stole his 

body while you were asleep.” 

The guards took the money and did what they were told to do. And so that is 

the report spread around by the Jews to this very day.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 28, Verses: 11 to 14) 

It is told that the Gospels were dictated to the disciples or writers by the Holy 

Spirit, who relates truth only and never contradicts in its statements. Therefore, the 

contradictions confirm this fact that the Gospels were written to mislead & deceive 

the people of GOD and they were not dictated by the Holy Spirit.  
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PONDERABLE POINTS 

Matthew in Chapter 27 tells that there was only one guard at the tomb of Jesus on 

watch. 

1. Pilate told them, “Take a guard.” 

2. “So they left and made the tomb secure by putting a seal on the stone and 

leaving the guard on watch.” 

And in Chapter 28, Matthew increased the numbers of guards and changed his 

statement by saying: 

1. “Some of the soldiers guarding the tomb went back———————.” 

2. They gave a large sum of money to the soldiers—————————.” 

3. The guards took the money and did what they were told to do. And so that 

is the report spread around by the Jews to this very day.  

The change in the number of guards tells us that Matthew lied to hide the truth 

concerning the theft of the body of Jesus and blamed the Jews for spreading the 

fake news of the theft of the body of Jesus by the disciples. In fact Jews did not 

spread any news of the theft of the body of Jesus and it was the guard at tomb who 

told to everyone that disciples came & stole the body of Jesus while he was 

sleeping after having the delicious & expensive drugged food given to him by 

someone.  

WHY THEY STOLE THE BODY OF JESUS? 

The disciples of Jesus ran away at the time of the arrest of Jesus and whosoever 

was caught by the people or soldiers refused to recognize Jesus. They all escaped 

but the Jews & the Roman soldiers were after them, because they were declared 

equally guilty and—— were wanted by the law for the punishment.  

Since they betrayed & left Jesus in trouble, therefore, they were no more the 

blessed servants of GOD.  

They took refuge in an underground graveyard considering it the only hideout & 

safe place. It was a time of fear & terror of death which gathered them and they 

were badly in need of something which could save & solve their worst situation. 

So, due to the suggestions of the Devil an evil plan came in their minds and after a 

lot of discussion they decided that first of all, they will steal the body of Jesus and 

will hide it in the same vast underground graveyard and that they will do before the 

third day’s night, a safe dark time while the guard at tomb on watch will sleep after 

having a good, tasty drug-mixed food and then we will spread the news of the 

revival of Jesus and tell everyone that Jesus said, “I will be raised to life three days 
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later” and we will explain that Jesus talked nothing against the Temple of GOD but 

he talked about his own body and its resurrection and our explanation of the 

revival of Jesus will change the nature of the contempt-case of the Temple of GOD 

and the law will declare us innocent. 

This plan was their last resort and they did what they had decided.  

Only one & the most important thing they forgot, that if someone will ask 

where is Jesus after the revival or resurrection, then what will be their 

answer?  

What is the mystery behind that Jesus left the tomb with his body and met 

people as a Ghost?  

Why did he not return to the city and why did he go to a deserted hill?  

Why did he not show himself to everyone to prove the revival a truth and why 

did he appear before the eleven persons only who betrayed him and left him 

in the trouble?  

In his life when Satan asked him to worship him he said, “Go away Satan! 

The Scripture says worship your GOD and serve your Lord only.” And when 

he himself was worshipped by the people, why did he keep quiet?  

Why did he returned not to those who blamed & crucified him and who made 

the contempt case against him to tell them that what was the meaning of his 

saying, 

“I will tear down this temple which men have made and after three days I will 

build one that is not made by men” 

or 

“I will be raised to life THREE DAYS later.” 

And changed the nature of the case of the contempt of the temple and saved 

not the necks of his disciples from their enemies and used not his authority as 

a savior and why he used the disciples for giving the news of revival 

concerning him. Why he choose a deserted place like the hill of Galilee to 

spread a new religion through his disciples and why he returned not to the 

Temple of GOD to show himself & announce his new religion based on three-

gods? 

Why on one side he said, “I am given authority over Heaven & earth” and on 

the other side he used not his authority and authorized his disciples for 

everything concerning him?  
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WHY MIRACLES TOOK PLACE AT THE TIME OF THE 

ASCENSION OF JESUS TO HEAVEN AND WHY NOTHING 

HAPPENED MIRACULOUS AFTER THREE DAYS AT THE TIME 

OF THE REVIVAL OF JESUS? 

WHAT WAS IT? 

WAS IT JESUS OR SATAN? 

WHY AFTER THREE DAYS THE WHOLE STORY OF THE 

REVIVAL OF JESUS ROAMED AMONG ONLY THREE 

CHARACTERS, THE WOMEN, THE DISCIPLES & THE GHOST 

AND ALL OTHERS SAW NOTHING?  

To provide answers of such questions Satan appeared himself as Jesus. Satan was 

watching the whole situation closely. He, at once, stepped forward, took over the 

charge of the situation in his own hands and began to apply his well-planned 

trickery, directly. 

Firstly he sat at the empty tomb on Sunday morning (the third day’s morning after 

crucifixion) in the guise of an angel. When three women came to anoint the body 

of Jesus, they saw him (Satan) and became afraid. The Satan, in turn, responded in 

the following way:- 

“You must not be afraid. I know you are looking for Jesus who was crucified. 

He is not here, he has been raised just as he said. Come here and see the place 

where he was lying. Go quickly now and tell his Disciples, he has been raised 

from death and now he is going to Galilee, ahead of you. There you will see 

him. Remember what I have told you.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 28, Verses: 5 to 7)  

That was the first step of Satan’s trickery. Whereby he deceived the three women 

in the same way as he had deceived the first woman, Eve in the Garden.  

It is really a ponderable question, that why Satan appeared to the women at the 

tomb as an angel and appeared not before the disciples of Jesus in the underground 

graveyard? 

The answer is obvious that if Satan had appeared to the disciples and had talked 

about the revival of Jesus, they would not have believed him due to the presence of 

the stolen buried body of Jesus with them and Satan is not that foolish to commit 

such a nonsense. So he deliberately chose the women because only the women 

could play the desired role of Satan and could bring the scared disciples on the 

deserted hill according to his desire.  
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In his second step, he appeared before the three women, once again, but in the 

guise of Jesus. As such, he made them more certain about the revival of Jesus. This 

very incident is also recorded in the Gospel by Matthew:- 

“Suddenly Jesus met them (the three women) and said: Peace be with you. 

They (the three women) came up to him, took hold of his feet and 

WORSHIPPED HIM. Do not be afraid, said Jesus to them. Go and tell my 

brothers to go to Galilee and there they will see me.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 28, Verses: 9 & 10)  

Here, the Satan’s trickery is UNVEILED and identified on account of two reasons. 

Firstly, through his old way to trap the women at first and secondly, through his 

objection-less agreement to get himself WORSHIPPED by the three women. 

Whereas Jesus had never agreed to such a situation as he never agreed throughout 

his life. Instead, he must had snubbed his worshippers straightaway as before when 

Satan asked JESUS to worship him, he snubbed Satan:- 

“Go away Satan! The Scripture says; 

Worship the Lord your GOD and serve only the Lord.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 4, Verse: 10)  

So, it was no one else but Satan who, at first, appeared in the guise of an angel at 

the empty tomb and then, he appeared in the guise of Jesus before the three women 

on their way. And__ made them fully convinced about the revival of Jesus. The 

women, in turn, made the disciples fully convinced about the revival of Jesus and 

asked them to go to Galilee. Since the disciples knew that why the body of Jesus 

was not in the tomb and they themselves had stolen it, they straightaway refused to 

believe the women. As Luke says:- 

“But the apostles thought that what the women said (about the resurrection of 

Jesus) was nonsense, and they did not believe them.” 

(Luke, Chapter 24, Verse: 11)  

But later on to know what is happening around after all, they all went accordingly 

to the hill. The event is recorded by Matthew under the heading:- 
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JESUS APPEARS 

TO 

HIS DISCIPLES 

 
“The eleven Disciples went to the hill of Galilee where Jesus had told them to 

go. 

When they saw him, they worshipped him, even though, some of them 

doubted. Jesus drew near and said to them: 

I have been given all authority in heaven and on earth. Go then to all people 

everywhere and make them my Disciples. Baptise them in the name of Father, 

Son and the Holy Spirit and teach them to obey everything, I have 

commanded you. And, I will be with you always to the end of the age.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 28, Verses: 16 to 20)  

Here, once again, the Satan is UNVEILED and identified on account of three 

reasons: 

FIRSTLY 

When the disciples worshipped him, he remained silent and did not snub or stop 

them by saying, 

“The scripture says! 

Worship the Lord your GOD and serve only the Lord.” 

As Jesus used to say during his life-time. Jesus, according to his faith, was a slave 

of the Lord and always worshipped his Lord alone and never let anyone to worship 

him. Therefore, it is automatically confirmed that it was not Jesus but 

THE DEVIL, 

who got himself worshipped by the disciples or whom disciples worshipped, on the 

hill of Galilee.  

Further, this saying tells us that Jesus was a believer of a male-god, who was a 

father of a son and Jesus was not a believer of the One Alone GOD like the 

foregoing messengers of GOD. As they believed in the Unseen Gender-free GOD 

Who is above all, being the Creator of all beings including males & females, 

fathers, sons & daughters in short each & every mankind, angel & spirit. 

Then this saying tells us that the ethereal image of Jesus introduced three gods 

(Father, Son & The Holy Spirit) instead of One Alone Unseen GOD of all the 
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messengers of GOD and that is the reason due to which we can say that the 

statement of the ethereal image of the person who appeared on the hill of Galilee is 

a satanic statement because Jesus was a believer of the One Alone Unseen GOD & 

a loyal servant indeed who knew that the One Alone GOD our Lord tolerates not 

the believers & the worshippers of gods other than GOD. And that is why real 

Jesus said:- 

“The scripture says! 

Worship the Lord your GOD and serve only the Lord.”  

SECONDLY 

On the hill of Galilee, he told the same lie to the disciples as he had previously told 

to Jesus:- 

a. During the Temptation of Jesus, the Demon had said, 

“It has all been handed over to me, and I can give it to anyone I choose. All 

this will be yours, then, if you worship me.” 

(Luke, Chapter 4, Verses: 6 & 7) 

b. During the Temptation of Disciples Satan said, 

“I have been given all authority in heaven and on earth.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 28, Verses: 16 to 20)  

During the Temptation of Jesus, Jesus had recognized the Devil and refused to 

worship him, but during the Temptation of Disciples, the disciples could not 

recognize the Devil though they were alarmed__ and doubts arose in their minds__ 

and they also saw him as a ghost. But, even then, unlike Jesus, they knelt down 

before the Devil and worshipped him.  

THIRDLY 

Through his words:- 

“I will be with you always to the end of the age.”  

The word of “age” means the worldly age. So, “to the end of the age” means till 

the Last Day of the world or end of the world. While the Satan’s life-span is also 

limited till that day or the end of the world. Whereafter on the Day of Judgment he 

will be casted into Hell forever. So by means of the wording under-reference, 

“I will be with you always to the end of the age” 

He has unveiled him by himself__ and we can easily identify him__ that he is none 

else but Satan.  
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The other co-existing presence of the Devil in the guise of Jesus is proved as per 

words of the two followers of Jesus. “They said to each other, wasn’t it like a 

fire burning in us when he talked to us?” 

(Luke, Chapter 24, Verse: 32) 

The very feeling of fire burning inside the two followers of Jesus was due to the 

presence of the Devil who is made of fire.  

That is why that some of the disciples had correctly doubted__ that the person 

before them__ in the guise of Jesus__ was not Jesus.  

Of course, their doubts were not based on their wisdom. Instead, they were based 

on their first hand knowledge about the prevailing situation. And due to the 

following facts & reasons their doubts remain mounted on their minds:- 

Firstly, the fact that they had stolen the body of Jesus themselves from his tomb 

and then they had spoken lies to save their neck. 

It is clearly written:- 

“Some men stood up and told this LIE: 

We have heard him say: I will tear down this temple which men have made and 

after THREE DAYS I will build one that is not made by men.” 

And disciples made this LIE a GOOD NEWS of the revival of Jesus and explained 

this LIE as a Jesus-told prediction of his own rise to life after THREE DAYS. 

They told another LIE by saying that Jesus said, 

“I will be raised to life after three days.” 

Since they knew that the news of the revival of Jesus is their own LIE that is why 

they did not believe___ the women who brought the Satan-told news of the revival 

of Jesus. Please read! Luke exposed their LIE:- 

“But the apostles thought that what the women said (about the revival of 

Jesus) was nonsense and they did not believe them.” 

(Luke, Chapter 14, Verse: 11)  

Therefore, they were not ready to believe any revival at all and this fact is unveiled 

from the following saying of Satan in the guise of Jesus:- 
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“He scolded them because they 

did not have faith and 

because they were too stubborn 

to believe those who had 

seen him alive.” 
 

(Mark, Chapter 16, Verse: 14)  

Secondly, the fact that they had given a fake & false interpretation to the contempt-

case of the Temple of GOD but the same was now becoming true. 

Thirdly they had seen the revival of Lazarus in person:- 

“He (Lazarus) came out, his hands and feet wrapped in grave clothes and with 

a cloth around his face. “Untie him!” Jesus told them and let him go.” 

(John, Chapter 11, Verse: 44) 

As such, they were well aware of the fact that how is the dead, after his revival.  

The dead, after his revival, is always wrapped in his grave clothes, unless the 

clothes are untied. And he revives with his original body, the human body. His 

appearance, after revival is always natural and he walks and talks like the common 

men. And__ no one feels any fear from him. Besides that, the dead after his 

revival, always goes to his own people in human population. He does not go to 

some isolated place i.e. away from his home and the human population.  

But the case, present in front of the disciples, was a different case. The person in 

the guise of Jesus, was not in his grave clothes. Where had gone his grave clothes? 

While he was coming, directly, from the grave yard. His body was, also, not like 

the body of Jesus which was well recognized by the disciples. His appearance, 

unlike Lazarus, was aerial & ethereal and the disciples were feeling much fear 

from him.  

Luke says:- 

“While the two were telling them this, 

suddenly the Lord himself stood 

among them and said to them, 

“Peace be with you.” They were terrified, 

thinking that they were seeing a ghost. 

But he said to them, “Why are you alarmed? 

Why are there doubts coming up in your mind?” 

(Luke, Chapter 24, Verses: 36 to 38)  
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He had, also not come to the human population, instead, he had resorted to an 

isolated place, like the hill of Galilee. And__ after his meeting with the disciples at 

Galilee, once again, he did not come to human population but vanished up; like an 

aerial or ethereal creature.  

Therefore, some of the disciples were correctly doubting, that the person before 

them, in the guise of Jesus__ was not Jesus. But as they had nothing in the name of 

wisdom__ the wisdom of the pure and the pious-ones. So, they could not realize 

the presence of Satan in front of them. Rather, a few moments later, they gave up 

all of their doubts about falseness of the person, present in front of them, the Spell-

bounding trickery of Satan, also, made them unmindful of their fake & false 

interpretation of the revival of Jesus. Which had now become a reality as they had 

met Jesus, in person. Who had told them about his all-encompassing authority in 

heaven as well as on earth. Whereas the said authority was already highly desired 

by the disciples__ in order to present Jesus as god and the savior__ of the whole 

mankind. Moreover, they, themselves, had become the authorized representatives 

of Jesus__ inspite of their disobedience and betrayal to Jesus. What else they had 

required? So, they obeyed to preach the present teaching of the false Jesus.  

Belief in Alone Lord is nowhere seen in the world of the followers of Jesus. It 

stands, replaced by Trinity. Many forms of Polytheism__ are prevailing 

everywhere__ since the last 2000 years. Even, an ordinary priest is now__ as 

authoritative as god. He pardons the sins of the confessing-sinners. And he also, 

declares them as the innocent-ones__ with every right__ to enter into the kingdom 

of Heaven. After such an authoritative license__ through the easy going process of 

confession__ the confessors feel no hesitation in committing the sins__ again and 

again. Because, they know that another confession before the pardoner__ will 

positively release them__ from the guilt of the new sins. And, as such, the 

reciprocal practice of confession and sins__ on the part of the confessing-sinners__ 

remain in progress till the end of their lives.  

The chief priest, on the other end, has further relaxed the situation. He has 

practically removed, even, the so called formality of Confession. He says that “to 

do this or not to do this” is not our problem as our religion is not a religion or an 

ethical code. Instead, it is simply a way or style of life. Just believe in the 

Saviorism of Jesus (accept Jesus as your god & savior here in the world as well as 

in the Hereafter) and get rid of__ the stinging guilt of sins forever. Thereafter, the 

question of fair or foul__ is out of question __ because you are saved forever. Not 

only here in the world__ but in the Hereafter as well__ on account of your belief__ 

in Jesus as a son of god and your savior.  
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What a satanic approach is that? Does it own any relationship to the teachings 

of Jesus or his life style? Jesus had led a highly pure & pious life.  

A true servant of the Lord should, therefore, not rely upon any of the 

aforementioned agencies__ instead he should rely upon the teachings of Jesus and 

the teachings of the foregoing prophets. 

Jesus, himself says:- 

“Do not think that I have come to do away with the Law of Moses and the 

teachings of the Prophets. I have not come to do away with them but to make 

their teachings come true.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 5, Verse: 17)  

Hence, a true servant of the Lord should essentially, lead a pure & pious life. 

Which must be based on the commandments of the Lord and the teachings of all 

the prophets. Otherwise he has no privilege to use the title of “the servant of the 

Lord” as his identity.  

Now let us read the Verse-25, once again:- 

“In the full assembly I will praise You 

for what You have done. 

In the presence of those who worship You. 

I will offer the sacrifices I promised.” 

Third line of the Verse:- 

“In the presence of those who worship You” 

is leading here to another reality. The reality__ that according to Jesus, the best 

people among the mankind are those, who praise, honour and worship the Lord, 

alone. And those, who do not praise, honour and worship the Lord, they are the 

worst of the mankind.  

Hence, it is also, automatically, proved__ that Jesus was accustomed to praise__ 

honour__ and worship the Lord alone. That is why that he has preferred__ in terms 

of Verse-25__ to praise__ honour__ and worship the Lord__ in presence of 

those__who are already well-known for their obedience & loyalty to the Lord__ 

the one GOD alone.  

So, in presence of the Verse-25, one can not think that Jesus had not commanded 

his followers to praise__ honour__ and worship the Lord__ the one GOD alone. 

Jesus had, definitely, commanded his followers to do so. He had never commanded 

them to act vice-verse. And, this very fact is, positively, confirmed by his prayer 
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on the cross (the Psalm-22) on the one end. And__ on the other end, it is confirmed 

by the statement of Jesus before the Lord on the Day of Judgment: 

“I spoke unto them (the Christians) only that which You (O’ Lord) 

commanded me. (that) Worship GOD, my Lord and your Lord. I was a 

witness of them while I dwelt among them and when You raised me, You was 

Watcher over them. You are the Witness over all things.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 5, Verse: 117)  

WRATH OF GOD FELL EQUALLY ON THE DISBELIEVERS (JEWS 

WHO WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CRUCIFIXION OF JESUS) AND 

ON DISLOYALS (DISCIPLES WHO LEFT JESUS IN TROUBLE AND 

RAN AWAY) AND THAT IS EVIDENT DUE TO THE SATANIC 

POSSESSION WHICH, CONVINCED THEM TO WORSHIP A GOD 

OTHER THAN GOD AND THEY WORSHIPPED THE GHOST WHICH, 

APPEARED BEFORE THEM AND ABANDONED THE REAL ONE 

ALONE GOD THEIR LORD.  

 

TRINITY 

Trinity or the belief in three-gods never existed before the incident of the hill 

Galilee which happened after the Ascension of Jesus. Three-gods: 

1. The GOD of Moses 

2. Son-god Jesus 

3. And the Holy Ghost 

 

were not believed in the times of the foregoing prophets especially in the age of 

Abraham, Jacob, Moses & Jesus. All of the prophets believed in only One Alone 

GOD. New gods like the son-god Jesus & the Holy Ghost never existed before the 

incident of hill Galilee and the one who appeared as Jesus in an ethereal image not 

only introduced them but got himself worshipped by all people who were present 

on the hill. It is a question of common sense that why the previous people knew not 

anything about these gods and no one paid any attention towards them and why 

today the forgiveness of sins depends upon the belief in making a god other than 

GOD or son-god Jesus as a savior? If Jesus is a god & is an other than GOD 

Almighty and Holy Ghost is a god then what about the first commandment which 

allows not such a belief? If these three gods are one god then why they are three? 

One must use common sense to know the reality in the light of first commandment 

of the Ten Commandments. Why people have forgot that making a god other than 

GOD is the rivalry of GOD? It is an open invitation to the GOD-created people to 
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rectify their faith and save themselves from the Hell and avoid to enter in the fire 

which Satan has set as his trap. 

 

 

 

 

 

VERSE 26 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“The poor will eat as much as they want, 

Those who come to the Lord will 

Praise the Lord 

May they prosper forever.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 26) 

The first line of this Verse is, in fact, complementary line of the previous Verse, 

the Verse-25. The last line of the previous Verse__ combined with the first line of 

this Verse__ completes the idea, presented therein:- 

“I will offer the sacrifices I promise 

the poor will eat as much as they want.” 

Further Jesus is saying: 

“Those who come to the Lord will praise the Lord; 

May they prosper forever!” 

Jesus is telling here about some coming generation which has not yet emerged on 

the globe. While Jesus is praying for the prosperity of that generation, in advance.  

It means that Jesus is having some specific attachment with the people of that 

generation. What is the actual reason thereof? 

The actual reason thereof is the worship of the One Alone GOD. Jesus, himself, is 

a worshipper of Alone GOD. So, he likes those who believe in the worship of 

Alone GOD__ and act according to the commandments of GOD. Lord has told 

Jesus that there will be millions of people as a future generation on the earth__ 

whose identification will be nothing else but the worship of Alone GOD and GOD 
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has saved his life and will send him to them. Jesus, in turn, has at once decided__ 

that he will offer his sacrifices__ and will praise the Lord among the people of the 

Lord who like to praise the Lord. Continued study of the Verse 22 & 23 and 25 & 

26, does confirm the reason__ in a more elaborate way. Let us read these Verses 

one by one__ in continued order and witness the reason in person:- 

“I will tell my people what You have done 

I will praise You in their assembly (22) 

Praise the Lord, you servants of the Lord! 

Honour the Lord, you descendents of Jacob! 

Worship the Lord, you people of Israel (23) 

In the full assembly I will praise You for 

What You have done, 

In the presence of those who worship You 

I will offer the sacrifices, I promise (25) 

The poor will eat as much as they want 

Those who come to the Lord 

Will praise the Lord 

May they prosper forever (26).”  

Highly important and notable fact in these verses are promises of Jesus:- 

1. In the full assembly I will praise You for what You have done. 

2. In the presence of those who worship You I will offer the sacrifices.  

If it was Jesus who revived after his death and his soul visited the world again then 

his promise must have been fulfilled on the hill of Galilee but the disciples of Jesus 

have not reported or recorded any evidence of such acts in Gospels. Hence, it was 

not Jesus, as pointed out earlier, who met the three women and the eleven 

disciples__ and got himself worshipped from the both. 

Beware please! A prophet can never go against his conviction & education. The 

conviction, as well as the education of Jesus__ was based on the worship of One & 

Alone GOD. How he could get himself worshipped__ instead of the Lord? So, it 

was hundred percent (100%) Satan__ who appeared before the three women, at 

first__ in the graveyard and then, on the way. Thereafter, he appeared before the 

Disciples__ on the hill of Galilee and got himself worshipped from them.  
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Beware! According to the predictions of the Scriptures of all nations:- 

BEFORE THE LAST DAY, JESUS WILL CALL THE PEOPLE OF THE 

WORLD & SCRIPTURES TO ONE ALONE GOD OF ALL THE 

NATIONS AND MILLIONS WILL ACCEPT THE CALL AND WILL 

COME TO THE LORD. 

THAT IS WHY JESUS SAYS: 

“Those who come to the Lord 

Will praise the Lord 

May they prosper forever (26).”  

SO 
Dear readers, for prosperity, please do not reject any CALL which calls you to the 

ONE ALONE GOD, because certainly such a call will be from GOD through 

Jesus.  

“Praise the GOD Alone, you servants of the GOD! 

Honour the GOD Alone, you descendents of Adam! 

Worship the GOD Alone, you people of this world! 

Because only the All-able & Almighty GOD is our Savior.”  

 

BE ALERT! 

Jesus will not preach the teachings of any sect or a particular religion but Jesus will 

preach the real religion of GOD which nations have forsaken & forgotten and 

which is the soul of all the Scriptures and is the key to the Paradise.  

IT IS ALREADY TOLD THAT  

THE WORD OF JESUS IS THE VOICE OF JESUS. 

And the voice of Jesus will be like the lightening ___which will shine across the 

heaven ___from east to west___ of this Global Village ___in the language which 

every reader will read ___and thus the last message of GOD will be heard___ 

before the 

LAST DAY.  
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VERSE 27 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“All nations will remember the Lord, 

From every part of world 

They will turn to the Lord, 

All races will worship the Lord.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 27) 

Verse-27 is the Verse which is extending the meanings of preceding Verses, the 

Verse 25 & 26, respectively. And___ it is speaking about overwhelming 

dominance of the real belief in the One Alone Real GOD.  

The wise people will, ultimately, return to the real belief in the One Alone Real 

GOD. All the nations will resort to the truth about the One Alone GOD__ and all 

the people will reject the Satan-taught belief in gods other than the One Alone Real 

GOD.  

Jesus will teach the people wisely according to the message of GOD__ and call 

them to the Lord__ the One Alone GOD. Response to his call will be, definitely, 

positive. People will believe in the lordship of the One Alone GOD. And__ all 

parts of the world__ will saturate by the ever-increasing number of believers of 

One Alone GOD.  

“All nations will remember the Lord” 

Background of this line is very strange. Jesus was informed by the Lord that after 

his Ascension__ a long ruling-age of Satan__ will set in. Wherein, the people will 

avert from the Lord__ the One Alone GOD__ and revert to several gods. Trinity & 

Polytheism__ will prevail everywhere. Torah or the Law of Moses__ will be 

abandoned. Religious norms and principles__ will be spoiled__ and Satan will be 

worshipped, openly. Then, at last, the exhaustive ruling-age of Satan__ will come 

to an end__ and the Law of the Lord will set in. All of the Satanic Beliefs will 

perish away__ and the nations of the world__ will return to the Lord__ the One 

Alone GOD. And___ belief in the One Alone GOD will, positively prevail in every 

part of the world.  

The line is an open evidence of the fact__ that Jesus was not a believer of gods 

other than the One Alone GOD__ instead, he was strictly the believer of One 

Alone GOD. He had never declared himself as a lord__ beside the Almighty Lord. 

Nor, he had declared the Almighty Lord__ as his father and himself as the Lord’s 
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son. If the matter were like that, then, Jesus must have spoken in the following 

terms:- 

“All nations will remember me, the son of god, and my father (the Almighty 

GOD) and the holy spirit.” 

But the matter is not like that at all, instead, Jesus is saying:- 

“All nations will remember the Lord.” 

It means that all the nations will, ultimately, return to the Lord__ the One Alone 

GOD__ definitely. Such a view is further clarified__ and strengthened by the next 

lines:- 

“From every part of the world they (the millions) will return to the Lord. 

All races will worship the Lord.”  

 

 

 

 

 

VERSE 28 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“The Lord is King 

and the Lord rules the nations.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 28) 

This Verse is reflecting a specific commandment of the Lord__ The commandment 

that Jesus should announce the sole sovereignty of the Lord__ over all the nations.  

First point of Verse is the declaration__ that there is no god beside the Lord__ the 

One Alone GOD. Who is the All-alone__ Almighty Lord__ of the worlds. 

“The Lord is King” 

means that the owner of the worlds is one__ the One Alone. Beside Whom there is 

no partner or co-sharer at all. The Lord is the King__ Who is the Sole Creator of 

all the creatures__ and each creature is subservient to the Lord.  
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Whatsoever is there in the heavens__ and on the earth__ and whatsoever is 

between the both__ and whatsoever is under the earth__ and in the waters__ all 

and all__ is owned by the Lord. To the Lord alone___ belong the world and the 

Hereafter___ including the Heaven and Hell___ and the Day of Resurrection. 

And___ the Lord alone___ is the Savior here & there___ everywhere.  

“The Lord is King” 

also means that none of the Lord’s words___ is incomplete or imperfect. The Lord 

is not like the kings of the world. The Lord is not subservient to any person or 

force. Nor ___ the Lord is in want of the ministers or advisers___ to run the affairs 

of the Lord’s kingdom. And___ no one is there to render the Lord ineffective or 

helpless___ at any stage.  

Whatsoever the Lord wants to do/execute__ the Lord does/executes that__ without 

failure. No one can snatch away the Lord’s power & possession. All of the Lord’s 

creatures are accountable before the Lord___ while the Lord is not accountable 

before anyone.  

GOD is never scared of any person__ place__ or thing__ while every person, place 

& thing__ do remain scared of the Lord__ as the Lord is the Almighty Lord. The 

Lord is the Omnipotent__ the All-powerful__ Who punishes the sinners for their 

sins__ and awards the righteous-ones for their righteousness. And___ no one is 

anywhere__ to outdo the Lord. 

GOD is the King__ the Lord is exclusively at liberty__ to give or to take 

something__ or everything__ of the Lord’s kingdom. In each condition__ 

however, it is binding upon us__ to remain grateful to the Lord. Because 

whatsoever is done by the Lord__ that is always done on account of justice & 

equity. 

None is anywhere__ save the Lord__ to pardon the sins & forgive the 

mistakes__ as no one is the savior beside the Lord. If the Lord brings someone 

to the task__ then there is none__ to release such a one__ from the Lord. And 

___ if the Lord pardons or forgives someone__ then also there is none__ to 

bring such a one__ to the task.  

If the Lord opens the doors of mercy & blessings for someone then there is no one 

to close these doors and if the GOD our Lord closes the doors of mercy & 

blessings for someone then no one is there to open these doors. Only GOD is GOD 

and there is no god other than GOD and GOD is Ever-living, the Creator of life & 

death. 

Praise be to GOD__ the words & phrases of all the languages__ are totally unable 

to encompass the Eminence of GOD. If someone can say__ something about the 
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Lord’s Eminence__ then he can not say___ more than that ___ what Jesus has 

already said__ in the Verse under reference. 

“The Lord is King 

and the Lord rules the nations.”  

Remember please! Nations may be of the mankind__ of the jinn___ of the 

angels__ or of any other creature___ including the birds & animals__ waters & 

winds___ trees & stones__ stars & skies__ and so on. And___ the Lord alone___ 

is the Ruler of the earth & heavens__ and every visible & invisible thing therein.  

This particular saying, “Verse-28” of Jesus tells us that Alone GOD is the Lord of 

Jesus__ King of Jesus__ and the Savior of Jesus. GOD is the Ruler of the whole 

mankind__ and GOD is not a human being. GOD is the Lord of angels___ and 

GOD is not an angel. GOD is not__ an embodiment of three at all. And__ GOD 

alone__ is the Savior of everyone.  

This particular saying also tells us that GOD is not the father of creatures and Jesus 

is not the son of GOD, calling the Lord as King tells us that believing GOD as a 

father-god and believing Jesus as son of GOD is not according to the preaching of 

Jesus and the foregoing messengers of GOD. 

Mary, the mother of Jesus says:- 

“My soul is glad because of GOD my Savior.” 

(Luke, Chapter 1, Verse: 47) 

Those, who understand the meanings of rule & ruler__ they will positively 

understand__ that all contents of universe __ including the world__ the 

Hereafter__ the Day of Resurrection__ the Heaven__ and the Hell__ all are 

dominions of the Lord__ Who is the Absolute Ruler of everything.  

The universe __ the unending & immeasurable universe __ is created by the Lord. 

The Lord has not snatched the universe __ from someone else. Nor__ the Lord has 

acquired it__ through some heritage or inheritance__ as the Lord is not a son of 

anyone. Nor__ the Lord is in need of any son or successor and everyone other than 

the Lord is mortal & perishable __ as the Lord is the Creator of life & death__ the 

Eternal__ and the Almighty Lord.  

The process of birth and the process of death both are the creations of GOD. GOD 

is not a father__ nor a son__ as GOD has no wife. Nor__ GOD possesses a wife__ 

as GOD is totally free__ from the creaturely handicaps & traits. GOD is the Holy 

One, Creator of sexes (males & females) and GOD is gender free. 

The world and the Hereafter__ and the Day of Resurrection__ and all the physical 

and metaphysical worlds__ are not so much important things__ that the Lord may 
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not do without their existence. Their existence or non-existence does not make any 

difference to the Lord. Nor these things__ can increase or decrease__ the Lord’s 

Honour & Eminence. The Lord has no need at all__ as the Lord is the Creator of 

every need. The Lord is, of course, Matchless__ and Incomparable in all respects. 

Nothing compares to GOD.  

Bible tells that Moses praised the Lord in the following terms:- 

“Lord! Who among the (people-made) 

gods is like You? 

Who is like You? Wonderful in Holiness! 

Who can work miracles and mighty 

Acts like You? 

You Lord, will be King forever and ever.” 

(Exodus, Chapter 15, Verses: 11 to 18)  

And__ Moses praised the Lord as a Savior in these terms as well. 

“The Lord is my Strong Defender! 

The Lord is the One Who has saved me, 

The Lord is my GOD 

And I will praise the Lord! 

The Lord is my father’s GOD, 

I will praise the Lord. 

I will sing about the Lord’s Greatness, 

The Lord is the Warrior 

The Lord__ is GOD’s name.” 

(Exodus, Chapter 15, Verses: 2 & 3)  

And__ Jesus is saying in his prayer:- 

“The Lord is King 

and the Lord rules the nations 

Praise the Lord, you servants of the Lord 

Honour the Lord, 

You descendents of Jacob 

Worship the Lord, you people of Israel.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 28 & 23)  

And__ Mary, the mother of Jesus, is saying:- 

“The Lord’s name is Holy” 

(Luke, Chapter 1, Verse: 49)  
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And__ David is saying:- 

“I depend on GOD alone. 

GOD alone protects and saves me; 

GOD is my defender and I shall 

Never be defeated.” 

(Psalms, Chapter 62, Verses: 1 & 2)  

And GOD says:- 

“Call to Me when trouble comes; 

I will save you, 

And you will praise Me.” 

(Psalms, Chapter 50, Verse: 15)  

The Lord is Ever-Alive, the Lord is the sole Creator of everything & the Watcher 

thereat. The Lord is never unaware of anything of the universe. To safeguard the 

whole universe __ is not difficult for the Lord at all__ as the Lord is the 

Omnipotent__ the Wise__ and the Almighty Lord.  

If the Lord were in need of rest or sleep then, the moon__ the sun__ the stars__ 

and the skies__ must have been collapsed__ years and years ago, definitely. Their 

roots & orbits are so complexed & delicate__ that ignorance of even 1/1000 

portion of a moment__ may culminate in a devastating accident. So, the Lord is the 

Ever-awaking Watcher__ over the whole universe __ since inception to date. The 

Lord is strongly holding the whole universe __ in mighteous-hold__ and 

everything is restrained & controlled__ in the Lord’s vigorous-grip. Nothing can 

go out of the Lord’s grip__ save by the Lord’s own leave. And__ if the Lord 

allows anything to go free in the space__ then who is there__ to restrain & control 

it___ save the Lord.  

GOD is the King in real sense__ rather in ideal sense__ rather in unimaginable 

sense of the kingship. GOD is the Absolute Ruler__ Who rules over all the 

nations__and all the creatures. PRAISE BE TO GOD__ Who is available to every 

creature. GOD is Matchless__ in all the attributes of GOD. None of the creatures 

of GOD__ can encompass the knowledge & wisdom of GOD__ as the creatures 

can never outdo the Creator.  
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VERSE 29 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“All proud men will bow down to the Lord 

All mortal men will bow down 

Before the Lord.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 29) 

Through this Verse Jesus is telling that the proud people, who boast of their power 

& prosperity, will also bow down before the Lord like the lowly ones. Their power 

& prosperity will not desist them from their adherence to the straight path. They 

will bow down before the Lord__ sometimes as a leader of the prayer-

assemblies__ and sometimes as followers of a leader. And___ they will positively 

prove their unconditional submission before the Lord.  

After approach of the universal age of the pure & real religion of GOD, the proud 

& the prideless, will mix up together in terms of the real believers of the Lord. 

And__ such people will also believe in the Day of Reckoning. Temptation of the 

temporal life, will not affect their righteousness. World/worldly gains__ will be in 

their possession__ but their hearts will be free from the worldly lust. They will not 

fight for the wealth or the rule. Instead, they will spend their wealth for the welfare 

of humanity__ and streamline their rule in accordance with the Commandments of 

the Lord.  
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VERSE 30 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“Future generations will serve the Lord, 

Men will speak of the Lord to the 

coming generations.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 30) 

This Verse, highlights the following two points:- 

1. The predicted people of the future will work for the cause of the One Alone 

GOD, the Supreme Lord and the cause will be the following.  

2. To make the masses understand the Message of the Lord__ enabling them to 

teach it to the future generations and, as such, mankind will serve the Lord in 

progressive terms.  

To serve the Lord means: to obey the Lord and that is the supreme-assignment__ 

ever assigned to the servants of the Lord. It includes proper understanding of the 

Message of the Lord __ and it’s positive application__ in every sphere of life.  

To serve the Lord, also, means: to do each & everything according to the 

commandments of GOD. And__ good acts do include__ proper understanding of 

the Scriptures__ to honour & worship the Lord__ the One Alone GOD. And__ to 

launch a lifelong warfare against Satan__ and to safeguard the places of worship__ 

and to build up the new-ones. And__ to call the people to Paradise__ and to 

frighten them from eternal fire of Hell. In short__ to avoid the wrong__ and adopt 

the right__ under beacon lights of the Scriptures and that is the essential duty of the 

servants of GOD.  

The servants of the Lord__ always call to the Lord__ the One Alone GOD. They, 

themselves, do not posses any authority__ as that is the sole job of their Lord__ the 

One Alone GOD. Nor they, themselves, can change the course of sun-setting or 

sun-rising. Their exclusive job__ is to call mankind__ to the Lord__ the One Alone 

GOD. And__ it is the exclusive job of the Lord__ to bless the people__ with the 

Lord’s generosity & blessings__ in accordance with their purity of intention__ and 

the nature of deeds. Whereby__ the people are positively convinced__ that there is 

no god save the Lord__ the One Alone GOD. Who suffices bondmen in 

sufficient__ rather, the most sufficient terms. That is the essence of the line:- 

“Men will speak of the Lord to the coming generations.”  
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Beware please! Jesus has not spoken the words like that:- 

“Men will speak of Trinity to the coming generations.” 

or 

“Men will speak of son of god to the coming generations.” 

or 

“Men will speak of the savior Jesus other than the Savior GOD to coming 

generations.” 

Hence__ the words:- 

“Men will speak of the Lord 

to the coming generations.” 

are__ organically__ about the Lord__ the One Alone GOD. They are not about 

Trinity__ son of god__ or the saviorism of Jesus, at all.  

“Men will speak of the Lord to the coming generations.” 

After Ascension of Jesus__ Satan took over the charge of the people of Jesus__ in 

his own hands. He appeared before the Disciples__ got himself worshipped by 

them in the guise of Jesus__and commanded them to preach Trinity__ instead of 

the religion of Jesus, based on the worship of One Alone GOD.  

After an interval of about 610 years__ the Lord inspired Muhammad (Peace be 

upon him) in Mecca__ to call the people of Arabia__ and the people of Scriptures 

to the worship of the One Alone GOD. He started his preaching with the following 

truth:- 

“There is no god save GOD, the One and Alone LORD.” 

The truth was not a new truth. Of course, it was the same truth__ which was 

preached by all the messengers of GOD. And__ to preach the said truth__ was the 

sole duty of all the prophets. While Satan always not only made gods other than 

GOD but also established their worship. Due to Satan people always worshipped 

persons & things as gods and made them their saviors. In all ages after the death of 

a messenger, whenever the Satan succeeded to spoil the purity of the true religion 

& changed it through the disloyal people GOD sent a new messenger of GOD to 

revive the pure religion. Thus messengers of GOD came one after the other to 

revive the pure religion which has been the same since inception. 

Please note: Every prophet & messenger of GOD preached only the pure religion 

based on the worship of One Alone GOD in all ages and there was never a god 

whom the messengers of GOD introduced as a god other than GOD. It was Satan 

always who introduced gods other than GOD to spoil & change the religion of all 

prophets & messengers. 
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Bible tells us that the belief in three-gods was not the belief of any messenger of 

GOD and three-gods were introduced for the first time by the ethereal image which 

appeared on hill Galilee. Be aware! It was not Jesus at all because when the 

disciples worshipped him through prostration he got himself worshipped & kept 

quiet and did not stop them by saying, “Worship the GOD your Lord only” so it 

was doubtlessly Satan in the guise of Jesus to change the pure religion which Jesus 

preached. The same Satan changed the pure religion and made the gods & saviors 

other than GOD for the nations of today. 

Today as we see the messengers of GOD are being worshipped by the nations as 

saviors for salvation. The religious leaders have made the religion their regime and 

have become authorized dictators themselves and dictate their ideas as 

commandments and have become the masters of the people and do not tolerate 

their rivals and people who do not read Holy books themselves obey them as their 

gods. They have made the religion their trade and without doing anything such as 

commercial service they collect a lot of money from the people & different 

institutions as donations and with that money are leading a prosperous life.  

The prophet, Muhammad (Peace be upon him) of course, revived the Truth of pure 

religion the worship of the One Alone GOD, positively. And, after him__ his 

people continued the mission enthusiastically generation to generation. 

So according to the prediction of Jesus (Peace be upon him) the men spoke of the 

Lord in the following words:- 

SAY! 

GOD IS ALONE. 

GOD IS ABOVE ALL, BEING THE CREATOR OF ALL. 

GOD BEGETTETH NOT NOR WAS BEGOTTEN. 

AND THERE IS NONE COMPARABLE TO GOD.  

Holy Quran is also the Scripture for all__ and the reward or retribution of the 

deeds__ will be given according to the laws of the Scriptures. According to the 

holy Quran__ whosoever commits the following wrongs___ is not guided by 

GOD.” 

1. The one who tell lies. 

2. The one who does not honour his words/pledges/promises. 

3. The one who does not ensure justice. 

4. The one who does not safeguard his character. 

5. The one who earns his livelihood by unfair means. 

6. The one who leads a lustful life. 
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7. The one who usurps the rights of others. 

8. The one who prefers the world upon Hereafter. 

9. The one who is not thankful to the Lord, his GOD. 

10. The one who does not seek forgiveness for his or her sins from the Lord 

Almighty. 

But__ whosoever avoids these wrongs__ he is positively worthy of the title of “A 

HUMAN” or a “Servant of GOD” or “The slave of GOD” or “The follower of the 

prophet”. To such a one GOD guides and makes him a pure obedient person of 

GOD. It is the matter of one’s merit which brings one to the Lord and makes him 

the servant of GOD. The law of the Lord__ in this regard__ is very simple & clear. 

The Lord guides such people__ who seek guidance from the Lord through 

obedience of the Lord. 

“GOD helps those who help themselves.”  

Holy Quran tells us about the true believers of the Lord. The true believers of the 

Lord__ do speak of the Lord__ in terms of the prediction of Jesus. 

“Men will speak of the Lord to the coming generations.”  
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VERSE 31 
OF 

THE PRAYER 
 

“The people not yet born will be told 

The Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31) 

The Verse is highly ponderable on account of it’s decisive nature. It serves as a 

criterion of__ the right and wrong, especially___ in connection with the 

differences of the Devil- deceived people and the GOD-guided people.  

The Verse is highlighting the following points:- 

1. The Holy Quran is a truly revealed Revelation of the Lord to mankind___ in 

which the Lord has told__ that Jesus was ascended by the Lord___ and was not left 

unheard or unhelped to die on the cross. 

2. The person__ to whom the truth of:- 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

was told__ was __ a real messenger of the Lord, known as Muhammad of Mecca 

(Peace be upon him).  

3. Jesus (Peace be upon him) died, not on the cross as the Lord saved his life.  

4. The ever-debated question between Christians and Muslims “Whether 

Jesus died on the cross or was taken alive by the Lord?” __ is answered here 

by Jesus himself telling everyone__ that the Lord saved his life.  

Therefore, “Jesus died on the cross unheard and unhelped and revived after 

three days”, is not confirmed as a right notion by both of the truly revealed Holy 

Books, Bible & Quran. 

As told earlier__ the Verses of the Psalm-22 from 22 to 31__ are based on the 

revelation from the Lord. Jesus did utter these Verses__ in his prayer on the cross. 

And__ just after utterance of the last line of the prayer:- 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

he was ascended by the Lord to Paradise. He was saved by the Lord positively. 

That is the truth___ beyond all sorts of doubt & suspicion.  

But it is very strange to notice___ that inspite of the fact of Ascension__ according 

to witnesses the dead body of Jesus__ was got off the cross__ and buried in the 
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graveyard. What is that mystery? Reply to this mystery, as told earlier, is given in 

Quran (The Scripture revealed upon Muhammad (Peace be upon him)__ in the 

following Verses:- 

“And, because of their saying: We slew the Masseih Jesus, son of Mary, the 

Messenger of GOD (the wrath of GOD fell upon them). They slew him not__ 

nor crucified him but it appeared so unto them. And, lo! Those who disagree 

in this regard, they are in clear doubt thereof. They have no knowledge 

thereof save pursuit of guess. They slew him not for certain. But GOD raised 

him to Heaven. GOD has always been the All-able, the Wise.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4, Verses: 157 & 158)  

Key-words in these Verses__ are the following:- 

(ii) “But it appeared so unto them.” 

(iii) “But GOD raised him (Jesus) to Heaven.” 

These key-words are telling us__ that Jesus was ascended alive by the Lord. 

Whereas, what people saw, touched, got off the cross and placed in the tomb was 

the left body of Jesus as an appearance of killed Jesus and so was the situation 

which appeared to the enemies of Jesus. To make sure that they on their part 

perfectly understand that they have killed Jesus and so that at the time of justice 

they could receive their due punishment which they deserve due to the worst act of 

intentionally killing Jesus and celebrating it as their victory and saying that they 

have killed Jesus the messenger of GOD__and so that they could not say to the 

Lord on the Day of Judgment that they have not committed the worst sin of killing 

Jesus or “Oh! Lord why You are throwing us in the Hell for the slewing of your 

messenger Jesus, while you saved the life of Jesus and we could not kill him?” It is 

evident from these words of the verse that everything was done wisely by the Lord 

at the time of rescuing the life of Jesus; on one side in reality GOD saved the life 

of Jesus and took him alive to Paradise and on the other side GOD showed the 

killed Jesus to his enemies and this is conveyed through the words of the verse:- 

“They slew him not___ nor crucified him but it appeared so unto them.” 

Like the unique birth of Jesus this verse shows another unique activity of GOD 

through which GOD saved the life of Jesus. 

Later on, Satan who was waiting for his turn became active and started appearing 

to mislead the people of Jesus and is seen active from the removal of the door 

stone of the tomb of Jesus to the hill of Galilee where Satan appeared finally as 

Jesus before the disciples of Jesus and took the charge of the situation and 

introduced himself as son-god and made the disciples of Jesus his messengers to 
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spread the notion of three-gods & forgiveness of sins for all those who will accept 

him as their god & savior and completed his trickery. 

It is strange that no one ever pondered over the verses of Psalm-22 to know the 

reality which Jesus uttered as his prayer. People accepted the religion which was 

introduced by the Satan for the first time. No one ever pondered over the question 

that why making Jesus a god other than GOD and accepting him as one’s savior 

other than the Almighty Savior GOD is essential for the forgiveness of sins while 

Jesus always warned not to commit sins and make a god and a savior other than the 

Real GOD & the Savior Almighty Lord? People with satanic mission remained 

active for years & years and spread his message concerning the worship of three-

gods and the incident of ascension remained in question___ to be answered. 

After 610 years__ through the revelation in the book revealed upon Muhammad 

(Peace be upon him)___ the answer was given according to the prediction of Jesus 

(Peace be upon him)___ in terms of the verse: 31 of the psalm-22: 

“ The people not yet born will be told 

THE LORD SAVED THE LORD’S PEOPLE.” 

This unresolved situation was a punishment for the Jews who broke the pledge to 

accept the prophet (Jesus) and wanted to kill him. And___ it was, also, a 

punishment for the disciples who deceived the prophet (Jesus) and left him in the 

lurch__ and ran away. 

So___ that is the GOD-given reply to the mystery. And___ that is the truth___ 

according to the promise in the last Verse of the psalm-22. 

“The people not yet born will be told 

the Lord saved the Lord’s people.”  

NOW 

Ponder over the point that Jesus says:- 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 

And___ it has, already been clarified___ that the saved-ones were two. The first 

was Jesus and the 2nd was the person who was on the cross along with Jesus 

and___ who had positively confirmed the innocence & prophet-hood of Jesus___ 

and to whom Jesus had delivered the good news of salvation___ in the following 

words:- 
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“I promise you that 

TODAY 

you will be in Paradise with me” 

(Luke, Chapter 23, Verse: 43)  

Hence___ to consider any of the both___ as god or son of god instead of a 

“man”__ or to consider any of both__ as “killed” instead of being “saved” ___ is 

totally wrong. 

“The Lord’s people” these words confirm that a prophet is always a man___ just 

like his fellow-men. He is not chosen from some specific creature___ other than of 

his fellow-men. The all-alone quality__ which distinguishes him from his fellow-

men___ is the quality of his selection for the purpose of revelation. Otherwise__ he 

owns not any super natural status___ over his fellow-men, at all. The both are 

equally accountable___ before the Lord___ in respects of their deeds and duties.  

Jesus had openly declared:- 

“Because I have come down from heaven to do___not my own will___ but the 

Will of the Lord___ Who sent me. And___ it is the Will of the Lord___ Who 

sent me that I should not lose any of all those__ the Lord has given me.” 

(John, Chapter 6, Verses: 38 & 39) 

So__ it is an admitted fact___ that the prophets were the most obedient servants of 

the Lord. And___ they taught their people__ to maintain the same level__ of 

obedience and loyalty to the Lord___ as were maintained___ by the prophets, 

themselves.  

The same was the case of Jesus___ who was all-obedient to his Lord. Hence__ 

ascription of any godhood to him is__ predominantly wrong.  
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SUMMARY  
OF  

THE GOSPEL BY JESUS 
 

GOD is All-able & Almighty Who can do all things and can perform unique 

activities, which man’s mind can not even imagine. 

GOD rescued Jesus in an extraordinary and a unique way. 

It is told that all things happened in reality without doubt and suspicion. GOD 

saved Jesus and his life on one hand and on the other hand at the same time, killing 

of Jesus appeared to the killers as a reality. 

No one can say that GOD can do this and can not do that because it is the Only 

One Alone GOD, Who can do all things without any hindrance and is the Creator 

of the world of realities & perfection being All-able & Almighty. 
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Everyone must know that the power of creating creatures is one of the attributes of 

the Lord which only and only belongs to the Alone Lord.  

A creature can never be a god and only the Creator is worth worshipping. 

Lord the Almighty GOD has ordained the course, cause and organism of 

everything. There is nothing which is not ordained by the Lord. The Lord is the 

sole Creator and everything is the Lord’s creature. 

For instance, the phrase “spirit of Lord” is misconceived for the Lord. Whereas 

spirit is not Lord at all as it is a creaturely thing. 

The Lord is above all, being the Creator of all.  

Time is not the Lord as it is a creation of the Lord. Nor, it is a god or goddess at 

all.  

Lord, the Almighty GOD, has already told the mankind: 

1. Nothing is like the Lord. 

2. The Lord is All-able to do everything. 

3. No god can be worshipped beside the Lord as every god beside the Lord is 

people-made and unreal.  

Eishwar means the Omnipotent. Who has created the universe without any help. 

And the Lord All-alone is the Nourisher and Protector thereof. Everything is 

mortal save the Lord.  

Seta Jee had once said: 

“THE WORLD IS PERISHABLE.”  

Ramchander Jee had said: 

“TO TAKE BIRTH IS TO TAKE DEATH.”  

These sayings tell us that since all things are perishable & all persons are mortal 

they are not gods, therefore, to worship the perishable and the mortal; is an open 

wrong & injustice.  

If the universe is a sunculp (imagination or idea) of GOD, even then, it is not GOD 

at all, but, a thing owned and ordained by GOD. To consider this thing as a guise 

or appearance of GOD; is equal to consider GOD in terms of things. Whereas, 

GOD is not like anything at all. And___ this very truth was told by GOD, to Moses 

& his nation on the Mount of Sinai. 
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“I, and I alone, Am GOD, 

and all other gods are unreal.” 

(Duet, Chapter 32, Verse: 39)  

Moses used to believe in the Lord as the One Alone GOD and he used to worship 

the One Alone GOD. The same was the belief and the message of Jesus duly based 

on Torah or the Law of Moses.  

Jesus did know that the Lord is not like anything at all. And when Satan put him in 

trial by offering the kingdom of the whole world in lieu of a prostration before 

Satan. Jesus refuted him then and there, and said: 

“Go away Satan! The Scripture says: 

Worship the Lord, your GOD, 

and serve only the Lord.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 4, Verse: 10) 

Jesus had recognized Satan on account of his creaturely status. No doubt, Jesus 

was an enlightened-bondman of the Lord like those of the foregoing prophets.  

Krishna Jee had openly forbidden his father, Nanda Maharaja, to worship Indra 

Devta and advised him to worship the GOD, alone. Krishna jee had never declared 

himself as GOD or Baghwan. If the case were like that, then, Nanda Maharaja 

would have worshipped his son instead of other gods. Krishna was not god, nor 

Moses was god. Nor Buddha was god and nor Ibraham was god; nor a creaturely 

being can ever become god. They all were, simply the servants of GOD.  

PANTHEISM 

In the world of Pantheists universe is not considered as a creature of the Lord. 

Instead, it is considered god or a part of GOD as a sunculp (idea or imagination) or 

ingredient of the Lord. Which is totally wrong according to the 1st Commandment. 

Mystics of all the religions, are believers of the same belief which is 

terminologically known as pantheism (GOD is everything and everything is god). 

Pantheism, in fact contains the following two irresolvable contradictions: 

1. If the universe is an idea (Sunculp) of the Lord, then, the idea (sunculp) is not 

the Lord at all. Instead, it is a thing ordained by the Lord. It can not be considered 

as the guise or a part or appearance of the Lord because nothing resembles the 

Lord.  

2. This sunculp/imagination or the universe is all and all perishable. So how a 

mortal thing or a set of things, can be considered as GOD. 
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Pantheism is, therefore, an irrational theory. It’s self-contradictory nature is further 

exposed in terms of the following two additional arguments: 

a) The GOD of Moses or Eishwar of Krishna is One & the same Lord, Who is free 

from all of the creaturely handicaps. To consider the universe as sunculp 

(imagination) or guise or appearance of the Lord; is equal to bring the Lord within 

the orbit of creations & creatures. While nothing resembles GOD and the Lord is 

the All-alone Creator of every creature and the Lord is Matchless, Incomparable, 

Unique in all respects. 

b) Universe is mortal while the Lord is immortal. If the Lord is identified in terms 

of the universe or the universe is identified in terms of the Lord’s 

sunculp/imagination or the Lord’s guise or the Lord’s appearance, then, it would 

amount to declare the Lord mortal. Which is totally a wrong and a baseless idea.  

Hence, Pantheism is not a right way to Heaven instead, it is a satanic concept 

which confirms the Pantheists as an allied force of Satan. That is why that every 

Pantheist is highly facilitated by Satan while those: 

Who worship the Lord, the one GOD alone, 

Who do not consider the Lord in terms of things & persons, 

Who do believe in the Lord as the One Alone GOD and 

Who serve & worship only the Lord: 

are tortured by Satan, such people do face the torture from Satan again & again. Of 

course, they overcome it, by virtue of consistent patience & pure worship of the 

Lord. They do lead a pure & pious life and they say welcome to death in the same 

condition of warfare against Satan.  

But those, who can not face the prolonged satanic torture and resort to the 

demigods, they are immediately set free by Satan from his torture. And___ the 

resultant relief is considered by them as the Lord’s nearness whereas that is 

nothing else but the Satan’s nearness.  

Krishna Jee had clearly told that gods & goddesses (DEVIS & DEVATAS) 

are worshipped by those who worship their lust. The pure & the pious will 

never worship the gods & goddesses, instead they will worship the Supreme 

Lord alone.  

In the Bhagavad-Gita, worship of different demigods or rendering service to them 

is not approved (by GOD). It is stated in the Seventh Chapter, twentieth Verse: 
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“ Kamais tais tair hrta-jnanah 

prapadyante nya-devotah 

tam tam niyamam asthaya 

prakrtya niyatah svaya” 

“Those whose intelligence has been stolen by material desires surrender unto 

demigods and follow the particular rules and regulations of worship 

according to their own natures.” 

Krishna even discouraged his father Nanda Maharaja from worshipping the 

demigod Indra, because he wanted to establish THE FACT that people need 

not to worship any demigod. They need only to worship the Supreme Lord, 

because their ultimate goal is to return to (Real) GOD’s abode.” 

(Bhagavad-Gita, Introduction, Page 20 & 21)  

Bhagavad-Gita: Published by the Bhaktivedanta Book Trust, 3764 watseka Ave. 

LOS Angeles, CA 90034, U.S.A 

 

WORSHIP THE SUPREME LORD ONLY 

Who said: 

“I, and I alone, Am GOD 

and all other gods 

(or goddesses & demigods) 

are unreal.” 

(Bible Duet, Chapter 32, Verse: 39) 

“Worship no god but Me” 

(Exodus, Chapter 20, Verse: 3) 

“Worship no god but Me”, 

clearly means that: 

“There is no god but Me.”  
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So, PEACE here in this world & there in the Hereafter, can 
be ensured through obedience of the Lord, the One Alone 

GOD; in accordance with the Lord’s commandments, given 
in all the Scriptures, already, possessed by the people of 

the Scriptures, and that is the 

“REAL RELIGION”, 

which requires not any further explanation. 
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ABSOLUTE 
TRUTH 

 

It is written in Torah (the Law of Moses) that GOD (the Lord, the One Alone 

GOD) is not like anything. GOD is the All-alone GOD. All the gods, other than 

GOD, are unreal. To worship someone else beside GOD, is to purchase the anger 

& wrath of GOD. 

(Ten Commandments)  

 

It was asked from Muhammad (Peace be upon him) a messenger of GOD that what 

is really meant by the fate or destiny? He replied that if GOD wills to extend some 

relief or gain to someone, then, there is no one to restrain it. And___ if GOD wills 

to extend some grief or loss to someone, then there is also no one to repulse it. No 

more or no less, is really meant by the fate or destiny. 

Inspite of these phenomenal facts, the masses have forsaken the Lord, the One 

Alone GOD and resorted to human beings & demigods. What is the reason 

thereof? 

Answer is very simple that it was Satan, who misled the masses, at massive scale. 

Satan introduced his own way which is based on the worship of gods/goddesses 

against the worship of the Lord, the One Alone GOD.  

The masses, on the other hand, are so ignorant that they do not apprehend this 

particular substitution of Monotheism by Polytheism & Pantheism. They do not 

understand, even, the meanings of worship. 

Worship means to consider & declare oneself lowly & helpless before someone 

to beg provision & protection and to consider & declare the one as the 

omnipotent, the savior & the protector.  

When a person prefers someone else upon the Lord and considers him as the 

savior, the omnipotent, the protector, like that of the Lord, then, he virtually adopts 

the way of Satan, leaving aside the path shown by the Lord, the One Alone GOD. 

Such a person, practically, seeks help/protection/prosperity from the creature 

instead of the Creator and thereby stamps himself, by his own hands, as a 

worshipper of a god other than GOD & an enemy of the Lord, the One Alone 

GOD.  
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To seek help or refuge from a person, other than the Lord, considering him as the 

omnipotent protector or to pray or beseech before him, for expulsion of some grief 

or loss, and extension of some relief or gain___ is all and all___ nothing else but 

the worship. That is the consolidated verdict of Torah (the Law of Moses), 

Bhagavad-Gita, the Book of Psalms, the Gospels, the Quran and all the Scriptures. 

People of all the Scriptures should, therefore, resort to their Scriptures. They must 

realize, in letter and spirit, that Omnipotent, Protector & the Creator is none, but 

the One Alone GOD. And___ worship is meant for the Creator alone___ not for 

the creature, the prophets, the gods, the goddesses, the idols or so on.  

All-alone Lord means that there is no god beside the All-alone Lord. This 

fundamental lesson has been, altogether, forgotten while everyone knows that none 

on the earth or in heavens or between the both___ is greater than the Lord, the one 

GOD. Instead, every creature is lowly & helpless before the Lord.  

Besides that, everyone knows that whatsoever is created___ is created by the Lord, 

alone. Who is the Omnipotent and Protector. Even then, the masses do not 

establish the pure & pious worship of the Lord. Nor they act upon the 

Commandments of the Lord. They do act__ but__ upon their self-assumed, satanic 

ways. They are the servants of Satan___ not of the Lord.  

At present stage of history, when the continued work of the guidance of GOD 

stands, already, perfected in terms of the long series of prophets and their 

Scriptures. And__ the Day of Judgement is also at hand. The masses must review, 

all and all of that, which is being maintained by them; in the name of faith & 

belief.  

The ignorant must pay heed to the Scriptures and the commandments of the One 

Alone GOD, contained therein. Still there is some time for the repentive recourse 

to reform and recognize the actual purpose of life including the actualisation 

thereof.  

Jesus had given this message in his prayer on the cross (The Psalm-22) 

“Praise the Lord, you servants of the Lord 

Honour the Lord, 

You descendants of Jacob 

Worship the Lord, you people of Israel.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 23) 

It means that praise is meant for the Lord alone. And___ to honour the Lord means 

not to make a god or savior other than the Lord & to obey the Lord in terms of the 

Lord’s commandments and to worship the Lord means to seek help & refuge from 
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the Lord as the Lord is the Omnipotent Protector alone. And___ that is the sole 

purpose of human life.  

The Lord, the One GOD, is the All-alone Lord, as it is written in Torah (the Law of 

Moses). The Lord should be positively trusted, in respect of every problem. One 

should beseech, only before the Lord for his salvation as the Day of Resurrection is 

the Lord’s Day alone. The horror of that very Day, is so overwhelming that 

everyone will be extremely worried for his own salvation alone.  

It is written in the Revelation: Al-Quran. 

“Lo! Those who believe and those who are Jews and Christians and the 

Sabaeans (Armenians or Indians etc) ___ whosoever believes in GOD (the One 

and Alone Lord) and the Day of Judgement and does right___ surely their 

reward is with their Lord and there shall no fear come upon them, neither 

shall they grieve.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 2, Verse: 62)  

Beware please! Salvation is meant for these people alone: 

1. Who worship the Lord alone, positively, believing that nothing is like the Lord 

and the Lord is the 

UNSEEN. 

2. Who do not call the men, the jinn, the gods/goddesses, the demigods, the idols 

or anything else beside the Lord. Nor they praise or honour any of them as god. 

3. Who desist from the bad deeds and persist on the good deeds in terms of the 

commandments of the Lord. 

4. Who do believe in the Day of Judgement/ Hereafter and the eternal 

reward/retribution, according to the nature of deeds. 

Whosoever acts upon this four-dimensional theory of the real religion, in the light 

of the Scriptures___ he is, pre-eminently, free from every danger of the Day of the 

Judgement.  
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THE PSALM 22 
A FEW MORE WORDS 

 

Whosoever goes through the prayer of Jesus on the cross (The Psalm-22), he is, 

automatically convinced that Jesus was not god or savior. Instead, he was a man 

and a messenger of GOD__ whose Lord & Protecting Master was GOD__ the one 

GOD alone. He was totally dependent upon GOD__ for his safety & salvation__ 

like the foregoing messengers (peace & blessings of the Lord be upon all of them).  

Jesus had never declared himself as god. Nor any of the messengers had ever 

declared like that. Nor a man or a messenger can ever become god. Because a man 

or a messenger is a creature and the creature can never outdo the Creator. And, that 

is the true faith which has been advocated by the Scriptures. To diminish this very 

true faith, a marginal note has been published by the society of Saint Paul, Rome, 

1958 (Urdu edition of Bible) in Gospel by Matthew beneath a reference of the 

Psalm-22, in the following words:- 

________________________________________________________________ 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani”(My GOD, My GOD, why have you forsaken me?) are 

the words, expressing intensity of the sufferings of Jesus. Whose godly-self was 

not depart-able from his manly-self but the godly-self was not consoling the 

manly-self. Yet, sometime after, expressing his anguish__ Jesus, also, expressed 

his trust when he said:- 

“In your hands, My Father, I place my spirit” 
________________________________________________________________ 

it is quite evident from this marginal note that it has been written to ruin the true 

faith which is emerging from the prayer of Jesus. The words: “In your hands, My 

Father, I place my spirit” are the invention of Luke. Whereas according to his 

predecessors, Matthew and Mark, these were not the words of Jesus at all. Instead, 

the words of Jesus were:- 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani” 

(Matthew, Chapter 27, Verse: 46) 

or 

“Eloi Eloi Lema Sabachthani” 

(Mark, Chapter 15, Verse: 34) 

In fact, the prayer is, directly, refuting the present polytheistic belief. So, by 

writing this marginal note, an indirect effort has been made to save the present 
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belief in three gods. But, the reality is reality and it can not be concealed from the 

eyes of wisdom.  

The last Verse of the prayer:- 

“People not yet born will be told, the Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31) 

is further clarifying that GOD saved Jesus. GOD had saved him from the painful & 

ruthless death of crucifixion. But the disciples are announcing through their 

Gospels___ that the Lord had not saved Jesus. Instead, GOD had left Jesus helpless 

and Jesus had died on the cross in highly miserable condition. 

The last verse of the prayer, containing the announcement:- 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

has been confirmed by the latest Scripture, as well:- 

“And because of their saying:- We slew the Masseih Jesus, the son of Mary, 

the Messenger of GOD (The wrath of GOD fell upon them). They slew him 

not, nor crucified him but it appeared so unto them. And lo! Those who 

disagree in this regard, they are in doubt thereof. They have no knowledge 

thereof save the pursuit of doubtful idea. They slew him not for certain. But 

GOD raised him to Heaven. GOD has always been the All-able, the Wise.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4, Verses: 157 & 158)  

the words “ but it appeared so unto them” of the Scripture, are highly 

ponderable. By virtue of these words, GOD, the Lord, the All-able & the Wise; has 

pointed out a manner of the salvation of Jesus. 

In response to the prayer of Jesus on the cross, the Lord ascended him up to 

Heaven. And, the fact is known__ as Ascension of Jesus unto Heaven___ before 

his death___ in the latest Scripture and___ after his death on the cross___ in 

Gospels. Hence, the Ascension of Jesus has spelled out and approved by the 

Psalm-22 and the Scripture, the both. According to the Psalm-22, it has been 

approved by the words of: 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31) 

And according to the Scripture, it has been approved by the words of: 

“But GOD raised him to Heaven”. 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4, Verse: 158)  
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The fact of Ascension is, also, certified by another angle. The last verse of the 

Psalm-22, contains the words:- 

“People not yet born will be told, the Lord saved the Lord’s people.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31) 

Ponder over the words of “People not yet born will be told” and, then, look at the 

people, who follow the latest Scripture by GOD. The Lord has told these people 

about the Ascension of Jesus through Revelation:- 

“But GOD raised him to Heaven” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4, Verse: 158)  

Wording of the last verse of the Psalm-22:- 

“People not yet born will be told, the Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

further clarifies that the people, present at the time of crucifixion, were not aware 

of the Ascension of Jesus. Because they had not observed the Ascension. So they 

remained doubtful in this regard including the followers of Jesus. That is why that 

the statements of the writers of gospels are not consistent. Instead, they are 

inconsistent & contradictory. For instance, according to Matthew, the last words of 

Jesus were:- 

“Eli Eli Lema Sabachthani” 

(Matthew, Chapter 27, Verse: 46) 

according to Mark, the words were:- 

“Eloi Eloi Lema Sabachthani” 

(Mark, Chapter 15, Verse: 34) 

according to Luke, they were:- 

“Father in your hands, I place my spirit” 

(Luke, Chapter 23, Verse: 46) 

and, according to John, they were:- 

“It is finished” 

(John, Chapter 19, Verse: 30) 

• Here the words of Matthew and Mark are almost the same. But, the words of 

Luke and John, are totally different. Not only from their predecessors but from 

each other as well. While, on the other hand, all the four writers, do not differ from 

each other in respect of the threefold atmospheric description. John has, of course, 
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given only one description, but he is also agreed with his three predecessors. The 

atmospheric description contains the following three points:- 

• At noon or 12’ O Clock, the whole country was covered with darkness which 

lasted for three hours. 

• Jesus cried out with a loud shout and uttered his last words. A sponge, soaked 

into some cheap wine, was attached to the end of a stick, to make Jesus drink. 

• The curtain hanging in the Temple was torn into two pieces, from top to the 

bottom. 

(Matthew, Chapter 27, Verses: 45 to 52) 

(Mark, Chapter 15, Verses: 33 to 38) 

(Luke, Chapter 23, Verses: 44 to 46) 

(John, Chapter 19, Verses: 29 to 30) 

Consider this mutual agreement of the Disciples about the atmospheric description 

alongwith their foregoing open disagreement about the last words of Jesus.  

Comparative study of the both, does signify the doubtfulness of the writers about 

the end of Jesus. Whereby the Quranic verdict is automatically confirmed:- 

“They are in doubt thereof” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4, Verse: 157)  

The Disciples were not certain about the salvation or Ascension-based end of 

Jesus. They were, definitely, in doubt thereof. So, whosoever is desirous to know 

the truth about Jesus, he should rely upon the prayer of Jesus (the Psalm-22). He 

should not rely upon the disciples__ nor upon Clergy___ as the both have 

presented Jesus & his teachings__ either in distorted terms__ or in exaggerated 

terms. (12) 

The Verses of the prayer of Jesus (The Psalm-22) clearly clarify that Jesus was a 

man and a messenger of GOD. He was not a partner of GOD___ nor an 

embodiment of manly-self and godly-self__ nor he had ever trusted his godly-self. 

He had, always trusted his Lord, the One Alone GOD. That is why that he uttered 

the following words on the cross: 

“Eli Eli lema Sabachthani” 

or 

“Eloi Eloi Lema Sabachthani” 

“Eli Eli” or “Eloi Eloi” means: my GOD my GOD. While the words of “Lema 

Sabachthani” mean: 
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Why did you abandon me?  

The Verse, as such, is openly expressing the fact___ that GOD is not a part & 

parcel of Jesus. GOD is the Creator of Jesus and Jesus is subservient to GOD in all 

respects. So, in the hours of trial, Jesus is rightly beseeching before GOD for help 

& salvation. 

If the words of Jesus would have been like that:- 

“Eli Eli”/ “Eloi Eloi” 

Why did you depart from myself? 

Or 

Why did you depart from my body? 

Or 

Why did you depart me from yourself? 

Or 

Why did you depart me from your body? 

Only then, there was some reason to say that Jesus was an embodiment of manly-

self & godly-self___ or he was a partner of GOD. But as the situation is not like 

that at all, so, we must refrain from all such notions and remember that: 

• Jesus is not an embodiment of man-n-god. 

• Jesus is not son of god or GOD is not the father of Jesus. 

• Jesus is not the savior or the almighty lord. 

• Jesus is not the creator of universe.  

So it is positively proved. Jesus is, simply, a man and a messenger of GOD and his 

message is the Message of Monotheism___ not of Polytheism__ or Trinity, at all. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Monotheism: Doctrine that there is no god save the One Absolute GOD, as GOD says, 

“I, and I alone, Am GOD; no other god is real”. 

(Bible, Duet, Chapter 32, Verse: 39) 

Polytheism: Belief in or worship of more than one GOD. 

Trinity: Group of three gods (GOD, Christ & Holy Spirit) “The 3 persons of the godhead as conceived in 

orthodox Christian belief. 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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THE ASCENSION OF JESUS 
 

The last Verse of the prayer of Jesus tells:- 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31) 

“SAVED” means:-saved from the painful death on the cross. If we believe that 

Jesus died on the cross, then, the word of “Saved” becomes meaningless. 

And thereby the verse is straightaway refuted. Hence, the Ascension had definitely 

took place before the death of Jesus.  

Now come to the Gospel by Luke which is approved by clergy like the other 

Gospels by Matthew, Mark and John. The Gospel by Luke says:- 

“Two other men, both of them criminals, were also led out to be put to death 

with Jesus. One of the criminals hanging there, hurled insults on him (Jesus). 

Aren’t you the Masseih? Save yourself and us! The other one, however, 

rebuked him saying: don’t you fear GOD? You received the same sentence he 

did. Ours, however, is only right because we are getting what we deserve for 

what we did. But he has done no wrong. And, he said to Jesus: Remember me 

Jesus! When you come as king. Jesus said to him: I promise you that TODAY 

you will be in Paradise with me”. 

(Luke, Chapter 23, Verses: 32 to 39 & 40 to 43) 

Verse 43 is the Key-Verse of the quotation. Wherein the original wording of the 

promise of Jesus, has been given: 

“I promise you that TODAY you will be in Paradise with me”  

“TODAY” of the verse is, in fact, the day of Ascension. The Verse is openly 

telling that Jesus had come to know___ in response to his prayer on the cross___ 

that he was going to be saved. Along with his sentenced companion__ who had 

confirmed the innocence of Jesus by saying the words: 

“But he (Jesus) has done no wrong”. 

(Luke, Chapter 23, Verse: 41) 

That is why that last Verse of the Psalm-22, containing the news of salvation, is 

carrying the plural word of “People” 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

People means, that the Lord saved Jesus including his companion on the cross.  
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The promising words of the promise of Jesus___ to his companion on the cross:- 

“I promise you that TODAY you will be in Paradise with me” 

are highly ponderable. The words do contain the fact that the Ascension took place 

before the death of Jesus & his companion on the cross. If the Ascension would 

have taken place after the death of Jesus & his companion on the cross, then Jesus 

must have used the words like that: 

“I promise you that, you will be in Paradise today after your death on the 

cross, and, I’ll join you, right after three days of my death on the cross”. 

“I promise you that, you will go to the Paradise after your death definitely. 

And, I’ll join you three days later positively. So, undergo the sentence of death 

with me happily.” 

But the words of Jesus were not like that at all. Instead, he had, particularly, 

emphasized on the word of “TODAY” in his promise. And he had not mentioned 

the words of “DEATH” & “THREE DAYS” in his promise. So it is quite evident 

from his promise that the Ascension took place before the death of Jesus & his 

companion on the cross.  

 

AFTER THE ASCENSION 

“People not yet born will be told, the Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31) 

In their relationship to the topic, the key-words of the above cited Verse are:- 

1. “People” 

2. “Will be told” 

The words: “will be told” are signifying the fact that truth is always told through 

revelation from the Lord. It is the Lord alone___ Who pin-points and identifies the 

truth. Mankind has never been capable-enough to know the truth independently 

instead. It simply differs___ and differs even___ in the Revealed Truth.  

The word of “People” is signifying the fact that Jesus & his companion on the 

cross (who had confirmed the innocence of Jesus) were not supernatural beings.  

Jesus was a man & his companion was a man. And, their salvation had not changed 

their natural or manly status at all. Both of them remained “Men” after their 

salvation as they were “Men” before their salvation.  
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But, it is very strange to notice that the followers of Jesus do not consider Jesus as 

a man. Instead, they consider him god which is an open wrong.  

Beware please! The Law of the Lord, is never changed. The Lord our GOD says:- 

“Call to Me when trouble comes; 

I WILL SAVE YOU, 

And you will praise Me”. 

(Psalms, Chapter 50, Verse: 15) 

The readers of the Scriptures, do know that when Noah called for help, the Lord 

helped him in vigorous terms of the world-wide flood. And, when Abraham called 

for help, the Lord helped him in positive terms of quenching the fire. And, when 

Moses called for help, the Lord helped him in miraculous terms of giving a path 

through the waters of Nile. Now, please think by yourself, how the Lord and the 

Protecting Master of Noah, Abraham & Moses, could go against the Law and 

promise at the turn of Jesus. So___ in response to his cries on the cross___ the 

Lord helped him in terms of his Ascension based salvation. The Lord did not let 

him die on the cross. And___ the fact is positively recorded in the last Verse of the 

prayer of Jesus:- 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 31) 

Hence, whosoever says that Jesus had died on the cross, he tells a lie and thereby 

denies the Law of the Lord including the Lord’s verdict.:- 

“The Lord saved the Lord’s people”  

Jesus believed in Unseen GOD, nothing resembles Whom and Who is gender-free, 

being the Creator of sexes and a father can never be sex-free and can never be 

considered unseen on earth, therefore, belief in father of a son as god can never be 

accepted as a belief in the UNSEEN REAL GOD.  

What is the lot of such a person in the Hereafter who says that Jesus is a son-god & 

GOD is his father? And, what is the lot of those who betrayed Jesus and his 

teachings? And___ rejected the sacred message of his prayer on the cross, the 

Message of the One Alone Unseen GOD.  

Instead, they adopted and advocated Polytheism and Trinity openly. Matthew 

wrote in his Gospel:- 

“Baptise them in the name of the Father, the Son & the Holy Spirit”. 

(Matthew, Chapter 28, Verse: 19) 
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While John wrote in his Gospel:- 

“But these (miracles) have been written in order that you may believe that 

Jesus is Masseih, the son of god, and that, through your faith in him, you may 

have life”. 

(John, Chapter 20, Verse: 31)  

And, the situation is deteriorated up to such an extent that the religious leaders are 

openly saying like that:- 

“Christianity is not a religion. It is simply a way of salvation. “Do this and do 

not do this”, is not the problem of Christianity. You just believe in Masseih 

that he is the lord and the savior and you are saved. But, if someone follows 

Jesus as a teacher or spiritual guide or a prophet, he is not saved at all. The 

only way of salvation under heaven is the belief in Masseih that he is the lord 

& the savior.”  

IS IT NOT SATAN? 

According to the first commandment, GOD says, “Do not make a god other than 

GOD and become not an enemy of GOD” and they say, “Make a god other than 

GOD and do that for your salvation.” What an open LIE & the worst wrong.  

Jesus had openly declared:- 

“Do not think that I have come to do away with the Law of Moses and the 

teachings of the Prophets. I have not come to do away with them but to make 

their teachings true. Remember that as long as the heavens and earth last, not 

the least point nor the smallest detail of the Law, will be done away with; not 

until the end of all things. So, then whosoever disobeys even the least 

important of the commandments and teaches others to do the same, he will be 

least in the kingdom of Heaven. On the other hand, whosoever obeys the Law 

and teaches others to do the same, he will be able to enter into the kingdom of 

Heaven only if you are more faithful than the teachers of Law and Pharisees 

in doing what GOD requires.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 5, Verses: 17 to 20) 

Hence the teachings of Jesus are very much a religion and “do this and do not do 

this”, is its fundamental concern. Now go through these saying about sins:- 

“You have heard that it was said, ‘Do not commit adultery’. But now I tell you 

any one who looks at a woman and wants to possess her is guilty of 

committing adultery with her in his heart. 
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So if your right eye causes you to sin, take it out and throw it away! It is much 

better for you to lose a part of your body than to have your whole body 

thrown into Hell. If your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it 

away! It is much better for you to lose one of your limbs than for your whole 

body to go to Hell”. 

(Matthew, Chapter 5, Verses: 27 to 30) 

“Jesus said to his disciples, things that make people fall into sin are bound to 

happen, but how terrible for the one who makes them happen!” 

(Luke, Chapter 17, Verse: 1)  

Please think! If someone neglect the honour of one’s Lord by making a lord & a 

savior other than____the only Savior LORD, will it not be the happening of the 

most terrible sin on earth?  

Go through this open warning as well:- 

“You know the saying: A little bit of yeast makes the whole batch of dough 

rise. You must remove the old yeast of sin, so that, you will be entirely pure”. 

(1 Corinthians, Chapter 5, Verses: 6 & 7)  

Moreover, the prayer of Jesus (the Psalm-22) also clarifies that an entirely pure 

man is that, who believes in the One Alone GOD like that of the belief of Jesus 

himself.  

Jesus speaks of the one GOD, not of the father. Nor, he has ever declared himself 

as the son of god or the savior. So, the followers of Jesus should follow the Call of 

Jesus: 

“Worship the Lord your GOD and Serve only GOD”. 

(Matthew, Chapter 4, Verse: 10) 

They should not follow the calls of Satan.  

Jesus has already said:- 

“Whosoever rejects me and does not accept my message, has one, who will 

judge him. The words, I have spoken, will be his judge on the Last Day”. 

(John, Chapter 12, Verse: 48)  

Beware please! The mankind at large___ is not a Jew, nor Hindu, nor 

Buddhist, nor Christian, nor Muhammadan or so on. Instead all nations and 

all races are children of Adam ___ and the most dignified creature of the 

Creator__ and the Creator is the One Alone GOD. Who has commanded 

Adam and his children___ to believe in the Lord’s absolute oneness & 
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aloneness__ and perform acts, exactly, in accordance with the Lord’s 

commandments. Otherwise, on the Day of Judgement___ they will be among 

no community but the condemned-ones.  

MAY THE LORD BLESS US ALL.  

 

 

 

 

 

OUR ONE ALONE LORD IS THE REAL 

GOD 
 

GOD says, “I and I alone Am GOD and all other gods are unreal.” 

Isn’t it strange that by ignoring the hundreds of sayings & warnings of GOD 

they made gods with GOD and instead of following the message preached by 

the foregoing prophets or the books of Holy Bible or some other Holy Book 

they wrote a book “GOSPEL BY JOHN” to establish their own idea about 

GOD and say, 

“The Gospel of john presents Jesus as the eternal Word of GOD who “became 

a human being among us.” As the book itself says, this Gospel was written so 

that its reader might believe that Jesus is the promised savior, the son of god, 

and that through their faith in him, they might have life.” 

(Chapter 20, Verse: 31) 

(Good News Bible, page 117) 
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These are the words of the introduction of Gospel by John and this introduction is 

clearly indicating that Gospel by John is written to represent Jesus as the promised 

savior and the son of god.  

The introduction further indicates that this gospel has been written intentionally to 

strengthen the “salvation based belief in Jesus as god & savior”__ which is serving 

as backbone of the belief of all those whose intelligence has been stolen by the lust 

of sins & material desires and who are following their own ways of worshipping 

the gods other than the Real GOD.  

The contents of gospel by John are quite contrary to that of the Torah and the 

prayer of Jesus Psalm-22. Whereby it is also proved that gospel by John has not 

been written to highlight and promote the commandments of the GOD. Instead, it 

has been written to diminish & demote them, outwardly.  

Praise be to GOD, those who read Torah, Psalms & other Scriptures they can not 

be deceived by the Satan. Because they do know the fact that there is no god beside 

the One Alone GOD and ascription of gods beside the One Alone GOD is clear-cut 

rivalry and denial of the real GOD. While it stands, already well announced by the 

Lord in vigorous terms that:- 

“Worship no god but Me, Do not make for yourselves images of anything in 

heaven or on earth or in the water under the earth. Do not bow down to any 

idol or worship it because I Am the Lord your GOD and I tolerate no rivals.” 

(Exodus, Chapter 20, Verses: 3 to 5)  

I am telling you the truth that according to the commandments, concerning belief 

in GOD, whosoever will follow the Satan will fall with him in the Hell and the 

sectarian leaders are paving their way__ not toward salvation__ but toward 

condemnation.  

And those people are also paving their way to condemnation:- 

1. Who ascribe a partner or god beside the One Alone GOD. 

2. Who worship things or creature, in place of the Creator, the One Alone 

GOD. 

3. Who honour the angels or men equal to the Lord or more than the Lord, 

the One Alone GOD. 

4. Who seek salvation from someone, other than the Lord, the One Alone 

GOD. 

5. Who do not act upon the commandments of the Lord and lead a sinful life. 

6. Who serve the idols & images and offer sacrifices to please them. 
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7. Who do not call the Lord directly and as such deny the presence of their 

Lord. 

8. Who do not hold the Lord sufficient for them and their needs. 

9. Who do not confess before the Lord but before men and seek forgiveness of 

sins from them. 

10. Who hold the mortals as the hearers of their prayers and call them for 

salvation. 

11. Who hold the mortals as their protecting friends just like that of the Lord. 

12. Who stretch out their hands before the mortals, holding them as their 

benefactors, just like the Lord. 

13. Who hold the mortals as removers of their difficulties, instead of the Lord. 

14. Who hold the mortals as wardens and rulers of the universe. 

15. Who bow down before the graves and serve them in place of the Lord. 

16. Who serve the slaves or servants of the Lord as their lords. 

17. Who do not feel any hesitation while acting against the commandments of 

the Lord. 

18. Who hold the Day of Judgement as the Day of Intercession. 

19. Who hold the cross or amulets, to suffice them just like the Lord. 

20. Who are the purchasers of magic or they, themselves are magicians. 

21. Who dare to murder their fellow-men without any lawful ground. 

22. Who blame the innocent baselessly. 

23. Who eat swine-flesh, swallow the orphan’s wealth, usurp the rights of 

others & use unfair means to achieve things. 

24. Who escape from the right way in times of trial. 

25. Who desist from GOD-shown ways and persist on satanic ways of life. 

HELL IS FOR ALL THOSE WHO MADE THIS LIFE A HELL FOR 

OTHERS. 

GOD is sufficient to suffice the creatures, in all respects. There is no god beside 

the One Alone GOD, Who is All-alone Creator of the universe.  

Being the Creator of needs. GOD is free from all sorts of needs and GOD is 

eternally above all. GOD is not the descendant of anyone__ nor anyone is 

descendant of GOD at all. 
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GOD is the All-alone Lord of all the nations and everything of the universe.  

“Praise be to GOD” means that praise, is meant for the Creator, alone. Hymns are 

also meant to praise the Alone Lord, not for the praise of the Lord’s slaves or 

servants.  

Jesus used to praise the Lord as he was a bondman of the Lord. That is why he 

says: 

“Praise the Lord (Alone) 

you servants of the Lord.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 23) 

And, the Scripture says: 

“Praise be to GOD (Alone) 

the Lord of worlds.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 1, Verse: 1) 

Jesus also says: 

“Honour the Lord (Alone) 

you descendants of Jacob.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 23) 

And, the Scripture says:- 

“Lo! All honour belongs to GOD (Alone).” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 4, Verse: 139) 

And, Jesus also says:- 

“Worship the Lord (Alone) 

you people of Israel.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 23) 

While the Scripture says:- 

“The Lord has decreed that you 

worship none save the Lord.” 

(Al-Quran, Chapter 17, Verse: 23) 

How clear are the Verses, uttered by Jesus and confirmed by the Scripture. 

Verbatim order and commandment of the both is one__ that all honour, all worship 

and all service__ is meant for the Lord, the One GOD alone. The first and foremost 

duty of people is, therefore, to honour, worship and serve the Lord, alone.  
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So, come to the Lord, the One Alone GOD. And__ come to the Lord directly, 

leaving aside the men, the angels, the jinn and the other things, placed 

between you and the Lord. Because whatsoever is between you and the 

Lord__ that is nothing else__ but an idol. While the Lord has vigorously 

forbidden the idolatry.  

Everything of the universe worships the Lord and prostrates before the Lord 

including, even the lights and the shadows. So Jesus was very right in saying: 

“Worship the Lord your GOD and serve only the Lord.” 

(Matthew, Chapter 4, Verse: 10)  

And, it is also written in the Bible, published by the society of Saint Paul 1958:- 

“Hence, the state of that true man is better who bears no idol. Such a person 

will remain faraway from condemnation.” 

(Urdu edition of the Bible Published by the Society of Saint Paul Rome 1958 

Barook, letter from Jeremiah, Chapter 6, Verse: 72) 

To honour the One Alone GOD, in letter and spirit__ is the central point of all the 

preachings of all the prophets. Whosoever honours the Lord positively he is, in 

turn, honoured by the Lord definitely__ as the Lord has already pronounced:- 

“Lo! The noblest of you in the sight of GOD is he who is the best in conduct 

among you.”  

On the same account Jesus has pronounced the following three lines in his prayer 

on the cross:- 

“Praise the Lord, 

you servants of the Lord 

Honour the Lord, 

you descendants of Jacob 

Worship the Lord 

you people of Israel.” 

(The Psalm-22, Verse: 23) 

These lines do witness that Jesus was accustomed to praise the Lord__ honour the 

Lord__ worship the Lord__ the One Alone GOD. So, his followers should also 

praise__ honour__ and worship the Lord__ the One Alone GOD. They should not 

praise, honour & worship Jesus, instead of the Lord.  

Mother of Jesus, also was accustomed to praise, honour and worship the Lord, the 

One Alone GOD ___ Her “Song of Praise” is a positive proof thereof:- 
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THE ONLY SAVIOR 

MARY’S 

SONG OF PRAISE 

“My heart praises the Lord 

my soul is glad because of GOD 

my Savior. 

For the Lord has remembered me, 

the Lord’s lowly servant. 

From now on, all people will call me happy. 

Because of the great things, 

the Mighty GOD has done for me. 

The Lord’s name is Holy. 

From one generation to another 

the Lord shows mercy to those 

who honour the Lord. 

The Lord has stretched out  

the Lord’s mighty arm, and 

scattered the proud with all their plans. 

The Lord has brought 

down mighty kings from 

the thrones and lifted up the lowly. 

The Lord has filled 

the hungry with good things 

and sent the rich away with empty hands. 

The Lord has kept the promise, 

GOD made to our ancestors 

and has come to the help of GOD’s 

servant, Israel. 

The Lord has remembered  

to show mercy to Abraham 

and to all his descendents forever.” 

 

(Luke, Chapter 1, Verses: 46 to 55)   
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DAVID SAYS IN HIS SONGS:- 

“The Lord alone is GOD; 

GOD alone is our defense.” 

(Psalms, Chapter 18, Verse: 31)   

IN PRAISE OF GOD THE ONLY 

SAVIOR 

“Praise the Lord! Praise the Lord, my soul! 

I will praise GOD as long as I live; 

I will sing to my GOD all my life 

Don’t put your trust in human leaders; 

no human being can save you, 

when they die, they return to the dust; 

on that day all their plans come to an end. 

Happy is the man who has the GOD of 

Jacob to help him and who depends on the 

Lord his GOD, the Creator of heaven, earth, 

and sea, and all that is in them.” 

(Psalms, Chapter 146, Verses: 1 to 6)   

Moses was also accustomed to praise__ honour__ and worship the Lord alone. “His 

song of Praise” is also a positive proof thereof. 

 

THE SONG OF MOSES  

After the victory over Pharaoh (Moses and 

the Israelites sang this song to the Lord) 

I will sing to the Lord because 

the Lord has won a glorious victory 

The Lord has thrown the horses and 

their riders into the sea. 
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The Lord is my Strong Defender. 

The Lord is the One Who has saved me. 

The Lord is my GOD and I will Praise 

the Lord. 

The Lord is my father’s GOD and I will sing 

about GOD’s Greatness. 

The Lord is a Warrior. 

The Lord, is GOD’s name. 

The Lord threw Egypt’s army and it’s chariots 

into the sea. 

The best of its officers were drowned in the Red Sea. 

The deep sea covered them. 

They sank to the bottom like a stone. 

Your right hand, Lord, is awesome in power 

It breaks the enemies in pieces. 

In majestic triumph overthrew Your foes. 

Your anger blazes out and burns them  

up like straws. 

You Blew on the sea, and water piled up high; 

It stood up straight like a wall. 

Deepest part of the sea became solid. 

The enemy said, I will pursue them and 

catch them, 

I will divide their wealth and take all I want. 

I will draw my sword and take all they 

have, but one breath from You, Lord, 

and the Egyptians were drowned. 

They sank like lead in the terrible water. 

Lord! Who among people-made gods is 

like You? 

Who is like You? 

Wonderful in Holiness! 

Who can work miracles and mighty acts 
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like You? 

You stretched out Your right hand and 

the earth swallowed our enemies. 

Faithful to Your promise, You led the 

people, You had rescued. 

By Your strength, You guided them 

to Your sacred land. 

The nations have heard and they tremble 

with fear. 

The enemies are seized with terror. 

The leaders of Edom are terrified. 

Moab’s mighty men are trembling. 

The people of Canaan lose their courage 

terror and dread fall upon them. 

They see Your strength, O’ Lord! 

And stand helpless with fear 

until Your people have marched past. 

The people You set free from slavery 

You bring them in, and plan them 

on Your mountain. 

The people that You, Lord! 

have chosen for Your home, 

The Temple, that You, Yourself have built. 

You, Lord will be King forever and ever.” 

(Exodus, Chapter 15, Verses: 1 to 18) 

Hence, the followers of Moses should, also, praise__ honour__ and worship the Lord 

alone. 

Like Jesus, Mary, David and Moses every prophet and every righteous person 

has praised__ honoured__ and worshipped the Lord, alone. So, the followers of all 

the Scriptures, should naturally praise__ honour__and worship the Lord alone as 

that__ and only that__ is the true faith and all of us should keep our Lord alone as 

our Savior with us here and hereafter.  
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SO COME TO PRAISE 

YOUR GOD THE ONLY SAVIOR. 

 
Your Lord says, 

“Call to Me when trouble comes; 

I WILL SAVE YOU. 

And you will praise Me.” 

(Psalms, Chapter 50, Verse: 15)   
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THE BEST 

PRAYER 
OF ALL THE PRAYERS. 

 
 

By the leave of God, 

The Beneficent, 

The Merciful. 

 

Praise be to God, 

Lord of the worlds. 

The Beneficent, the Merciful. 

Owner of the each and the ultimate 

Day of Judgement. 

 

O’Lord! 

You alone, we worship; 

You alone, we ask for help. 

Show us always, the right way, 

In each and every matter. 

The way of those, 

whom You have blessed; 

 

Not the way of those, 
Who earn Your anger, 

Nor of those who go astray. 
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REALITY 

 
In a dream one hardly knows that one is in a dream and one takes all the things & 

happenings of a dream as real life and everyone who becomes a sleeping-dead is 

raised to another life with the grace of GOD. 

A sleeping-dead prisoner leaves his body in the prison and become a free person in 

another life called a dream and hardly needs one’s left body in one’s new life. 

A dream is a dream in this world and in a dream this world is a dream and reality 

exists in both the worlds equally. 

A sleeping-dead and a dead both are the same in this world and life is life in both 

the worlds and everyone knows that an alive is not a dead and a dead is not an 

alive and GOD our Lord is All-able, Mighty & Wise and can raise an alive to 

another life without death and all things belong to GOD & GOD is the Lord of all 

the worlds and people of this world can hardly imagine the might & wisdom of 

GOD without practical experience. 

  

BREAKING NEWS 
THE ETHEREAL IMAGE OF JESUS 

WAS NOT JESUS ON THE MOUNT GALILEE 
 

Jesus has not yet told us about his ascension then how can we say that what exactly 

happened? And how can we understand that those who experienced the meeting 

with the ethereal image were not deceived by the Devil even after having a belief 

of three-gods from him? 

Now for the first time I tell you what exactly you have done. The one on the hill 

was not Jesus due to the two understandable facts: 

1. The one who appeared did not told what happened to him and how GOD saved 

him from his enemies and why people could not believe in his death? 

2. Jesus have not yet delivered a speech about the greatness of his Lord as thanks 

paying and have not yet sacrificed the animals & offered their meat to the poor 

mouthful. 

 


